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I Abstract
This report describes the outcomes of the graduation project executed at the Van Gansewinkel
Group. This project contains an evaluation regarding modal shifts over the period 2000-2007
and how modal shifts have to be developed up to 2020. This is presented by a strategy which
is based on an examination of external developments and internal opportunities which
influence the costs of the different transport modes. It provides insight to the economical,
environmental and social aspects of modal shifts and how these are interrelated.

Keywords: Modal shift, intermodal transport, multimodal transport, freight modal choice,
emissions, energy use, freight transport.
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Ill Management Summary
Introduction
Van Gansewinkel (VG) started with modal shifts on a larger scale in the late nineties and
Afvalverwerking Rijnmond (A VR) already decades ago. AVR and VG merged in 2007 and the
combination has been called the Van Gansewinkel Group (VGG) in 2008. Modal shifts relate to
shifting from one transport mode to another mode. In case of the VGG, from road to rail transport
or to Inland Navigation (IN). Modal shifts were initiated for several reasons: lower operational
cost, avoiding congestion, corporate image and long term vision. Modal shifts took place without
knowing the exact economic and environmental performance. Therefore, the following research
definition has been defined for the first art of the thesis:
Carry out an integral evaluation of modal shifts over the period 2000-2007. This integral
evaluation has to contain both economic and environmental aspects.
Scientific literature has been combined with the Global Reporting Initiative (ORI) items on which
the VGG re orts, to determine the evaluation variables. These are resented in Table 0-1 .
Quantity
Economic
performance

•

Total transported quantities by transport modes other than road

•

Costs/benefits related to differences in door-to-door transportation
(loading, transportation and unloading)
Costs/benefits related to the needed flexibility of the transport
modes rail and IN
Costs/benefits related to differences
in transport frequency
Ca ital/holdin costs and container ool sizes
Costs/benefits related to differences in administration handling
Costs/benefits related to differences in land use/stock locations
Investments and received subsidiaries related to the wharfs and
related infrastructure on the locations
Cost of organizing modal shifts

Logistic

Location

Organization
Environmental
performance

Energy

Social
performance

General
Direct surrounding

Energy related to direct transport

•

Emissions

•

•

C02 Emissions
Pollutin emissions: NO,, SO, and PM 10 related to direct trans ort
Number of avoided road kilometers
Reduced number of transport movements in the direct surrounding

Table 0-1: Evaluation categories and variables.
All relevant costs in the supply chain are considered in the economic performance part. The social
and environmental performance is expressed in a monetary value according internalization of
external costs. The individual performances are combined in an overall or public performance.
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The volume of shifted product flows increased
over the period 2000-2007. This is depicted in
Figure 0-1. From this figure it can be concluded
that combustible waste and glass are the largest
shifted product flows and that the shifted volume
of wood and glass strongly increased the last
years. A distinction is made between the flows
which are really shifted and the flows which
should always be transported by transport modes
other than road. The real shifted flows are
included in the evaluation.
Figure 0-1: Shifted product flows over the period
2000-2007 related to IN or rail transport. The right
axis relates to the lines and the left one to the bars.
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Overall performance
The economical, environmental and social performance is depicted in Table 0-2. The overall or
public performance is about € 5 million. The A VR part has not been cost-effective from an
economical viewpoint (- € 3.5 million), with the remark that this outcome is sensitive to small cost
deviations. When only the shifted flows of former VG are
VaLie 1( 1
Category
considered,
the economical performance is about€ 6 million.
2,592,ns
Economical performanc
Em.1ronmental perfonnance
Social performance
Total

314,888
2,134,899
5,042,563

Table 0-2: Overall or public performance of modal shifts over
the period 2000-2007.

The following conclusions and recommendations can be drawn from the evaluation:
• Overall effect of modal shifts is positive and the social effect is almost as important as the
economical (internal) effect. In addition to the overall positive performance: new markets have
been retrieved, containers served as an important buffer function in case of IN by push convoys
and corporate image has been improved.
• In general, IN by small push convoys (<500 ton) are not cost-effective on the long term. On the
short term these should be continued, because the relevant or decision making costs are lower
compared to road transport. In particular, the loading infrastructure causes high costs.
• There is still capacity left to increase the transport volume of the push convoys. This is
relevant, because the buffer capacity on location Rozenburg is limited, fixed transport costs per
ton can be reduced and variable transport costs are up to € 5 per ton lower compared to road
transport.
• IN by vessels has been in all cases cost-effective.
• Rail transport was not cost-effective in 2007. The volume per day has to increase to about 500
ton per ride to make rail transport cost-effective.
• Modal shifts have a positive influence on global climate effects, because 35% Jess C0 2 per tonkilometer (tkm) is emitted. On a more local scale 50% additional PM 10 (fine particles) and
2000% additional S0 2 (Sulphur Oxides) emissions are involved. These additional emissions
are compensated by 15% lower NOx (Nitric Oxides) emissions to give a small overall positive
effect on local air quality. The additional S0 2 emissions mainly relate to use of a different type
of gas oil, which is prohibited from 2010.
• The overall environmental performance is lowered with 6-20% as a consequence of the
rebound effect. The rebound effect relates to an increase in transport demand as a consequence
of lower transport costs on longer transport distances due to modal shifts.
• Lower transportation costs made by third parties due to transporting by IN should be (partly)
shared with the VGG, because in case of the VGG additional costs are involved.
• From a modal shift perspective, the VGG has to get involved in the emission trading market as
soon as possible.
General situation
The evaluation results are expressed in a general situation to determine the break-even distances.
These present the distances from which IN or rail transport become cost-effective compared to
road transport in several situations. From these break-even distances it can be concluded that
modal shifts, in case of transport direct from the location, are interesting for the VGG. In the
situation when an additional transshipment is needed, rail transport and IN will not be costeffective in the Netherlands. For transport in Germany or Belgium IN and rail transport will be in
both cases interesting, because lower gross combination weights are allowed in these countries.
This is also shown in the Vlakglas Recycling Nederland (VRN) case. The economical,
environmental and social consequences are determined when a part of the total plate glass flow in
the Netherlands is transshipped in Amsterdam and Meppel and transported by IN to Lommel. The
overall saving is€ 40,000 or 2.3% per year compared to the current, only road transport, situation.
Modal shifts up to the period 2020
For the design part the following assignment has been defined:
Determine the possibilities for transport with transport modes other than road in relation to the
VGG locations. In addition, provide future directions how the different transport modalities should
be developed up to 2020 based on external developments and conclusions from the evaluation
part.
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Main items which influence the (difference between) transportation costs of the discussed
transport modes up to 2020 are: infra charges, congestion, IN fleet developments and oil price
changes. The reference scenario, based on these external developments , is presented in Figure 0-2.
It relates to a transport distance of I 00 km and presents the relative transportation costs change
compared to road transport for the short (<2012), medium (2012-2016) and long (2017-2020) term
related to the negative, average and positive scenario. On
the
short term and in the positive scenario the relation
• 2009-2011
•2012-2016
between IN, rail transport and road transport is
02017-2020
comparable with the current situation. In the negative
40%~~~~-.--- ~~--'~~~--1
medium and long term scenario, transport costs of IN
will be 40-70% more expensive compared to the current
relation between road and IN transportation costs. In
case of rail transport this is limited to 15-40%.
Figure 0-2: Relative cost change compared to road
transport for the short and long term.
IN

Rail

The environmental performances of IN and rail transport
will become worse compared to road transport in 2020. Respectively, 900% and 100% additional
PMt0 and NOx per tkm will be emitted. S02 will not be relevant anymore in 2020. Energy use of
IN and rail transport will be 35-40% lower compared to road transport in 2020.

Strategy up to 2020
Based on the external scenarios the VGG has to initiate several opportunities to influence the
transportation costs. In order of importance these are as follows:
• A voiding congestion by transporting during the evening/night; congestion costs increase up to
20-30% of total road transportation cost in 2020.
• On the long term loading costs of the push convoys have to be reduced by avoiding high fixed
investments related to portal cranes. Several other techniques could be used with lower overall
costs. For example, reachstackers and a crane on a push barge.
• In case of IN, contract transporters on cost basis and not on market prices. This limits the effect
of increasing prices (up to 35 %) due to a shortage in small vessels. An own fleet is also a
possibility, but additional risk taking costs are involved.
• In case of rail transport on distances longer than 100 km, return freight should be acquired to
lower overall costs with 30-60% (on transport distances up to 200 km). However, several
operational limitations are involved, which have to be solved before return freight could be
introduced.
• New vessels are only cost-effective when the oil price increases above€ 200 per barrel (159 1).
• Langere en Zwaardere Vrachtautocombinaties (LZVs) are only cost-effective when volume
limits the freight capacity.
The environmental performance of IN and rail transport up to 2020 can be improved by new
vehicles or sustainable procurement. In the latter situation, the focus should be on reducing NOx
emissions by Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) or related techniques on the long term. By
implementing SCR the environmental performance of IN and rail transport, expressed in monetary
values, will be comparable or better compared to road transport. On the short term, low sulphur
fuel (EN590) should be purchased in case of IN to completely reduce the 2000% additional S0 2
emissions. After 20 I 0 this will be obligated.
When the above depicted opportunities are implemented, the relative additional costs become
about 15-30% for IN and -20-15% for rail transport compared to road transport in the average
(most likely) external scenario after 2012. Compared to the current situation, break-even
distances increase with 50% in case of IN and will be more or less the same for rail transport
in the situation when only variable costs are considered. A remark is given that for each
individual route it has to be determined which external developments and opportunities are
most relevant and could be applied.
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kton
LAP
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Mton
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NM4
PMF
ppm
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T
tkm
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VGG
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Afval Verwerking Rijnmond
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Low sulphur fuel
Gross Domestic Product
Good Manufacturing Practice
High density
Inland Navigation
kilometer
Kraak/Pers
kiloton
National waste management plan
Low Density
Langere en Zwaardere Vrachtautocombinatie
Maintance and Direction
million
Megaton
Motor Vehicle Tax
NO, Absorber Catalyst
Nota Mobiliteit deel 4
Particulate Matter Filter
part per million
Refuse Collecting Vehicle
Regulating Energy Tax
Supply Chain Management
Selective Catalytic Reduction
Stated Preference
Ton
ton-kilometers
Transport en Logistiek Nederland
Transaction Modal Shift
Van Gansewinkel (before merging with AVR)
Van Gansewinkel Groep (after merging with AVR (2007))
W el vaart en LeefOmgeving
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Read instruction CH I: In this introduction chapter the research context will be defined. The company,
their market and process are described. Further on, the subject and research assignments are introduced.
Finally, the structure of the report is presented.

1 Introduction
1.1 Company description
The combination Afval Verwerking Rijnmond (AVR)-Van Gansewinkel (VG) was
established in 2007 and is owned by CVC Capital partners, Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co
(KKR), Oranje-Nassau Groep and Intermediate Capital Group (ICG). AVR was established in
1973 and has been a strong player in waste processing. The core activity of VG, established in
1964, has been collecting waste. The combination of both companies has been called the Van
Gansewinkel Group (VGG) in 2008.
The activities of the VGG cover all the different activities in the waste management chain.
They present themselves as a knowledge centre for total waste management and collect,
recycle and process waste. They work according the concept 'Integral Waste Management' ,
which means that an integral solution is provided to customers for their waste and compliance
issues. The culture of the VGG is reflected in a five star services concept: customer focus,
integrity, craftsmanship, safety and innovation. (Annual report Van Gansewinkel, 2006)
The home market of the VGG is the Benelux, but they are also active in Poland, Czech
Republic, France, England, Ireland and Portugal. The VGG is regionally oriented with ten
regions in the Benelux and separate organizations in the countries mentioned above. They
have a turnover of about € I. I billion and employ about 6000 people in 2007.
All types of waste are collected and processed; exceptions are nuclear and animal waste.
From this processing, energy is generated and secondary fuel and basic materials are
produced.

1.2 Market
AVR is a strong player in waste processing and is within the VGG the brand for mainly waste
(incineration) processing activities. VG is the brand for all other waste services . Next to these
brands there are two other brands: Maltba Glasrecycling and the Coolrec Group. Within the
VGG there is a clear distinction between household waste and company waste. Customers of
company waste are divided in three levels as depicted in Figure 1-1.

•

~

Figure 1-1: Customer groups at the VGG.
Firstly, customers for which the VGG provides integral waste management. This means not
only collecting waste, but also waste prevention and advice. On the second level are
customers which are served on branch level. Each branch has his needs and specific
regulations; service is therefore provided on branch level. Finally, there is a major group of
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smaller customers for which or standard waste services are provided, like small companies
with non-specific waste.

1.3 Process
The processes in the waste chain consist of several activities steps. The main activities are
depicted in Figure 1-2.

Wa$1e '

1!8f'V\ces

·.. . Wa$1e

End
products

piocessing

Trarsport of

Collecting

Wa$1e

enj-prodcct to

processing

custome' or
fu1r.er ~reatment

Figure 1-2: General process of the VGG.

Waste-services not only collect waste, but also analyses the waste stream of companies and
gives advice about sorting and to how to prevent the production of waste. Waste is not treated
as a given factor, but is actively influenced by the VGG. This is represented by the blue
dotted line in Figure 1-2. Waste services ends by transporting waste to a location or terminal
of the VGG or directly to a waste processor. Also from the locations and terminals some
products are directly transported to customers.
The collected waste is processed under the brand AVR. Main activities of waste processing
are:
1. Transport and transfer of waste
2. Separating waste
3. Waste incineration
4. Waste compost
5. (waste) water processing
6. Bioenergy generation
End products are for example building materials, fuel pellets, wood and glass pieces, energy,
distilled water and inert waste dumped on the landfill.
The colored blocks in Figure 1-2 are subject of this research. Collected waste is brought to a
location or terminal of the VGG from which it is further transported to waste-processing
companies or already to end-customers. From these waste-processing companies transport is
required to deliver the end products to customers of the VGG. The first colored block is also
of interest, because the transport modality which is used for transport to the waste-processing
companies could influence the transport to the locations and terminals.
Transport to the processing companies or to the end-user could be done with different
transport types or modalities. The following transport modalities are considered: road
transport, inland navigation (IN) and rail transport. The transport modes: (short) sea shipping,
air transport and pipeline transport are not considered in this report, because these are not
used for transport of waste and in case of (short) sea shipping not relevant for the thesis
subject, as discussed below. The subject of the thesis relates to the transport mode choices
which could be used in the transport process depicted in Figure 1-2.
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1.4 Reason for research
Several modal shifts, in case of the VGG shifts from road to rail and IN, were initiated the last
years. Modal shift relates to a shift in transport mode. For example, from road transport to rail
transport. Less insight is available how much is transported by the different transport
modalities over the last years. Moreover, less information is available about the economic and
environmental performance of transport with transport modes other than road transport.
Prognoses show that road transport will increase the forthcoming years, this leads to (further)
stagnation of transport. Moreover, AVR purchased VG in 2007. Both companies have their
own infrastructure network, which have to be integrated. These developments make that the
VGG wants to research their infrastructure network related to transport with transport
modalities other than road and an advice how to develop their infrastructure network and the
different transport modalities in the forthcoming years. The initial research assignment is
defined as:
Describe the infrastructure and the different transport modalities of the VGG and evaluate the
modal shifts of the last years. Further on, give an advice how to develop and integrate the
infrastructure and the different transport modalities the forthcoming years in the Netherlands
and Belgium based on at least economical and environmental aspects.

1.5 Assignment
An external and internal analysis is executed to verify the initial assignment. The external and
internal analyses are described respectively in Appendix A and Appendix B. Conclusions
from these orientations are given by introducing the assignments. The research is divided in
an evaluation and design assignment. The assignment related to the evaluation part is
described in subsection 1.5. l and the assignment related to the design part in subsection 1.5.2.

1.5.1 Evaluation part of the thesis
Assignment
Several modal shifts have been initiated, because they are seen as necessary for the future and
they contribute to the sustainable image of the VGG. The focus in transport mode choices was
mainly based on cost factors. External costs and qualititative factors are mentioned and taken
into account in decision making, but not decisive. From the external analysis it can be
concluded that qualitative factors have a high impact on the overall result of modal shifts and
even lead to doubts whether modal shifts have advantages or not. So first of all, in the
evaluation part an integral evaluation is needed to conclude about the overall performance of
modal shifts. The followin assi nment and sub uestions are formulated:
Carry out an integral evaluation of modal shifts over the period 2000-2007. This integral
evaluation has to contain both economic and environmental aspects.
Research questions
The following research questions are formulated relating to the first assignment:
QI .1 What is the goal of the evaluation?
Ql.2 Which methods could be used for an evaluation and which method is most suited?
Ql.3 Which criteria and variables need to be included in the evaluation?
Ql.3a Which variables are important from the (scientific) literature?
Ql.3b Which variables are important from the VGG?
Ql.3c How could these variables measured?
QI .4 What can be concluded from the evaluation?
Prioritization
The focus of the four questions will be on the last two questions. The goal is to describe the
most important aspects which differ in case of IN or rail transport compared to road transport.
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1.5.2 Design part of the thesis
Assignment
The second part relates to the designing a framework of how to develop modal shifts in the
future. From interviews it can be concluded that each member of the project group 'Modal
Shift' expect a rise in market share for rail transport and IN, because especially IN is
competitive in terms of transport costs. Other reasons are increasing congestion and
sustainable advantages of IN and rail transport. From the external orientation it can be
concluded that external costs are more and more internalized and that IN and rail transport
pay relatively less for these costs. Therefore costs of rail transport and IN would probably
increase relatively higher than road transport. On the other hand this leads to a shift to road
transport which is not an optimal situation from a political perspective. Additionally,
sustainability of IN is doubtful compared to road transport. Partly due to these uncertainties
the VGG wants to know how to develop model shifts in the future; based on how the current
locations are situated and external develo ments. The followin assi nment is defined:
Determine the possibilities for transport with transport modes other than road in relation to the
VGG locations. In addition, provide future directions how the different transport modalities
should be developed up to 2020 based on external developments and conclusions from the
evaluation part.
Research questions
The following research questions relating to the second assignment are formulated:
Q2. l What can be learned from the evaluation part of modal shifts and how could this be
incorporated in the design part?
Q2.2 How are the locations of the VGG situated and which locations have a possibility for
IN and rail transport?
Q2.3 Which flows have to be considered for possible modal shifts?
Q2.4 Which transport modes and transport types should be taken into account for a
possible modal shift?
Q2.5 What are the external developments of the different transport modes and what are the
consequences for the evaluation variables of the different modes and how should this
sensibility and future development be represented?
Q2.6 How could these variables and developments incorporated in an operational model?
Q2.7 Base on the external developments what is the strategy for the VGG for the period up
to 2020
Prioritization
The prioritization is as follows: Q2.2, Q2.5 and Q2.7 are the most important. Q2.l. Q2.3 and
Q2.4 determine the scope of Q2.2 and Q2.5. Q2.6 is developed when there is still time left
and has no high prioritization. The focus will be on more strategic level instead of an
operational focus on modal shifts.

1.6 Research goals
Company value
The goal of the research is already described in the assignments, reason for research and the
related research questions. Summarized, the VGG started with modal shifts without knowing
what the exact economical and environmental performance would be and therefore they have
also no clear view on how to develop modal shifts in the future. The thesis will give answers
on the questions and therefore direction for the future based on experience from the past.
Academic value
As discussed in the master thesis preparation (Graveland, 2008) the focus on transport mode
choices is only on costs, especially transportation costs and holding costs. In the transport
costs, aspects like flexibility and safety are included, but loading/unloading differences,
operational changes, cost of capital, organizational costs and investments to make intermodal
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transport or modal shifts possible are not included in transport mode choices. The total supply
chain costs determine whether transport with transport modes other than road is economically
feasible and effective. It will be discussed whether including the concept of total logistic costs
(Ballou, 1992) in freight mode choice modeling will lead to a better comparison of the
different transport modes.
Also the environmental and social differences are not incorporated in transport mode choices.
Research is divided in a focus on transport costs or on environmental aspects. Social aspects
are even not taken into account. In this evaluation the economical, environmental and social
performance are integrated to get an overall evaluation of modal shifts. This integral
evaluation, integral in terms of including all logistic costs and not a selected number of
aspects and integral in terms of including social, economic and environmental performance
gives an overall conclusion of modal shifts and an enriched view on freight mode choices. It
provides insight in how economical, social and environmental performances are related to
each other in case of modal shifts and freight mode choices.

1.7 Methodology and report structure
The research contains an evaluation and a design part. The evaluation is an ex-durante or
learning evaluation (Edelenbos and van Buuren, 2005). This means that during the execution
of the modal shift policy an evaluation is executed. The explorative character of the
evaluation is needed to learn form the past and to determine the right strategy regarding
modal shifts in the future. The evaluation cycle is depicted in Figure 1-3.

Ex post
evaluation

Figure 1-3: Learning evaluation process.

The colored blocks are included the master thesis. In chapter 2-5 the evaluation is described.
Chapter 2 deals with the general introduction of the evaluation and chapters 3-5 describe
respectively the economical, environmental and social performance of modal shifts. Chapter 6
gives general conclusions and future directions from the evaluation. Chapter 7 presents the
general situation and a specific case related to modal shifts based on the presented general
situation. Chapter 8 contains a design how the VGG has to react on external developments
and how they could lower the costs of all transport modes for the period up to 2020. In
chapter 9 conclusions, recommendations and an overall discussion are presented.
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Read instruction CH2: In this chapter the goal, selection of evaluation variables and the included
transport flows of the evaluation are described. These are used as input to the actual performance
evaluation in the chapters 3-5.

2 Evaluation of modal shifts
2.1

Goal of the evaluation

The goal of the evaluation is to get an integral evaluation of modal shifts. As discussed in the
research assignments the focus in transport mode choice decisions was mainly on costs and
other aspects are mentioned, but not decisive in the choice for shifting from transport mode.
The conclusions from the ex-durante evaluation could be used as input for the design phase as
depicted in Figure 1-3.

2.2 Selection of evaluation categories and variables
For the selection of evaluation categories and variables, scientific literature is reviewed to
determine the most important factors for evaluating transport modes choices from a scientific
perspective. Additional criteria are selected which are important for the VGG and from a
more operational perspective. For these criteria, the present reporting structure of the VGG
and feedback from the steering committee is used as input. The present reporting structure is
based on a selection of criteria of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) checklist. This
checklist is divided into economic, environmental and social performance indicators and used
as outline in the evaluation.
The evaluation categories and variables are presented in Table 2-1. For an overview of the
selection process, see Appendix C.
Ciltcqory

Sub Cilfcgory

Vilnablcs

Logistic

•
•

Quantity
Economic
performance

•
•
Location

Organization
Environmental
performance
Social
performance

Energy
Emissions
General
Direct
surroundina

•
•

.
•
•

.•
.
•

Total transported quantities by transport modes other than road
Costs/benefits related to differences in door-to-door transportation
(loading, transportation and unloading)
Costs/benefits related to the needed flexibility of the transport
modes rail and IN
in transport frequency
Costs/benefits related to differences
(Caoital/holdina costs and container cool sizes)
Costs/benefits related to differences in administration handling
Costs/benefits related to differences in land use/stock locations
Investments and received subsidiaries related to the wharfs and
related infrastructure on the locations
Cost of organizing modal shifts
Energy related to direct transport
C02 Emissions
Polluting emissions: NO,, SOx and PM10 related to direct transoort
Number of avoided road kilometers
Reduced number of transport movements in the direct surrounding

Table 2-1 : Evaluation categories and variables.

The economic variables relate to the private or internal costs. Internal costs are costs which
are internal to the firm's production function. External costs are costs that people other than
the buyer are forced to pay as a result of the transaction. This can be individuals or the society
at large. These costs could be combined in the public costs, which is the sum of the internal
and the external costs. In the public costs, external costs are externalized to rebalance the
social and environmental dimension with the purely economic one, accordingly leading to a
greater environmental sustainability (Bak et al., 2007). The public costs will be presented in
chapter 6 and summarize and integrate the evaluation.
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2.3 Included shifted transport flows
Table 2-2 gives an overview of the different products flows transported by transport modes
other than road.

459.3

Rail
tal

456.1

792.6

785.1

762.6

waste

15.4
1.0

.7

1 .

1

Table 2-2: Total transported product flows in kton by IN, short-sea shipping and rail transport in the
period 2000-2007. Note: From glass only data from 2003 and later is included and the sand flow for the
period 2000-2004 is an estimation based on personal information.

From Table 2-2 it can be concluded that product flows are shifted mainly to IN and that the
most important product types are: glass, combustible waste and wood. Transport of
combustible waste by IN has been initiated by AVR while the other flows are initiated by VG
in the past. Other flows are minor compared to glass, combustible waste and wood, but still
significant flows. In the period 2000-2007, transport with transport modes other than road
doubled to about 1.2 Mton per year over the last three years.
To include only the flows which are really shifted from the VGG perspective a further
selection is necessary. Two situations are defined: the 'relevant' situation and the 'all flows'
situation. Product flows which are included in the 'relevant' situation have to satisfy the
following conditions:
l. The product flow should be also transported to the destination or origin in case when
only road transport was available
2. Destination or origin are situated in the Netherlands or Belgium
3. Transport mode choice is under control of the VGG
The relevant situation includes all flows in the purple circle as defined in Figure 2-1. The
relevant situation could be defined as a lower bound of the performance evaluation, because
these flows are at least shifted. Due to the availability of transport modes other than road
destinations could be reached which were not possible before from an economical viewpoint.
Product flows to these destinations are included in the 'all flows' situation and have to satisfy
the following conditions:
1. Destination or origin are not situated overseas
2. Destination or origin are situated in the Netherlands or Belgium
3. Transport mode choice is under control of the VGG
The all flows situation includes the product flows in the purple and red circle as defined in
Figure 2-1. The all flows situation could be defined as the situation which reflects the reality
as close as possible in the performance evaluation. The flows in the red circle, as presented in
Figure 2-1 , could not be neglected but are also not really shifted flows . For these flows, it is
assumed that they have on average the same performance as the flows in the purple circle in
Figure 2-1 , because these flows should be supplied in the purple circle if there were no
transport modes other than road available. The overseas flows are excluded, because bulk
product flows to overseas destinations are always transport by IN. For an overview of the
selection and the related assumptions, see Appendix F.
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Figure 2-1 : Relevant and the all flows situation.

Table 2-3 presents the product flows which are included in the relevant situation. Compared
to the total transported product flows, depicted in Table 2-2, a part of the glass, wood and
combustible waste product flow is not included in the relevant situation due to not satisfying
one or more of the conditions mentioned above.

456.2

712.6

1.

7 0.

705.1

4863.1

15.4
706.1

Rail
Total

Table 2-3: Included/relevant product flows in the 'relevant situation' in kton.

Table 2-4 represents the flows in the all flows situation. Compared to the relevant situation
additional glass and wood product flows are included. These additional flows were
transported to destinations which were not interesting before from an economical viewpoint.

Rail

wast

480.9

481.1

730.3

815.3

808.5

Table 2-4: Included flows in the 'all flows' situation in kton.
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Read instruction CH3: Chapter 3 describes the first part of the overall evaluation. The logistic,
operational and organizational consequences of modal shifts are analyzed. In the last subsection an
overall economic performance is given. Formulas to calculate the economic performance are given in
Appendix D.

3 Economic performance of modal shifts
The transported product flows can be divided in five categories regarding transport:
1. Bulk transport with IN by vessels for low density products
2. Bulk transport with IN by vessels for high density products
3. Rail transport with combustible waste loaded in containers
4. IN by Push convoys with combustible waste loaded in containers
5. IN by Push convoys with combustible waste loaded in bulk
For the first four categories the economic performance will be compared with road transport.
More specific: road transport with open top containers for low density products with a
maximum freight capacity of 24 ton. This is the most widely used transport type at the VGG
in case of road transport for low density products. For high density products a maximum
freight capacity of 30 ton is taken into account, which is possible if transport is done by
kippers (specific type of truck). The fifth category is very specific and serves mainly a buffer
function. Therefore, the fifth category is not taken into account. For road transport and IN by
vessels a distinction is made between low density products (wood and combustible-waste) and
high density products (glass, rubble and sand), because logistic costs heavily deviate with the
density of the products. IN by push convoys and rail transport are only used for transporting
combustible waste and therefore no distinction in terms of product type is required.
The economic performance will be described in costs per ton. This unit is used in practice
within the VGG and could be used as a reference to indicate the costs.
As point of departure the situation is taken into account in which the products are situated on
a location. From this origin the choice is whether this should be transported by one of the
transport modes: road, IN or rail. The situation whereby road transport directly transports to
the destination without transshipment is considered in subsection 7.2.

In the economical performance evaluation only the relevant costs are considered. Relevant
costs are avoidable costs. In case of decision making Garrison et al. (2003) define two broad
categories of costs which are irrelevant in decision making:
1. Costs that do not differ between the alternatives
2. Sunk costs
Costs which do not deviate between alternatives is used as basic principle in the evaluation.
On the short term, depreciation related to investments done in the past and other fixed costs
which can not be avoided are irrelevant and defined as sunk costs. This distinction is used in
subsection 3.4 when the situation on the short term is described. For the performance
evaluation which evaluates modal shifts on the long term all costs have to be considered
which differ in case of transporting products by transport modes other than road compared to
road transport.

3.1

Economic performance related to logistic aspects

The economic performance of logistic aspects relate to differences in loading, transporting,
and unloading when products are transported by IN or rail transport instead of road transport.
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3.1.1 Door-to-door transportation costs
3.1.1.1 Loading
Loading costs for the different transport modes are depicted in Figure 3-1 . These loading
costs include shovel, truck and mobile crane costs including labor. A distinction is made
between the loading distances (pre-transport distance). Loading directly on the stock location
into a vehicle requires fewer operations and less time than loading a vehicle on 100-500 meter
or 2-3 kilometer (km) distance from the stock location.
Loading costs for the different transport modalities

€/ton

• Road (low density)

.............,..,.......,..,....,..__,.,,,,_...,..,.,.._,.....,

4 ..-~~~~~~~~~~~~

3.5 .....------------~----!

•Road (high density)

3-1----------r---..---------~

+-----------1
2-----

2.5

a IN vessel (low density)

1.5-t----.-.r-

C In vessel (high density)

1

0.5
0

•Rall

Om

100-500 m

2-3 km

pre-transport distance

Figure 3-1 : Loading costs for the different transport modalities, with loading possibilities on the
location (own wharf), next to the location or situated on 2-3 km from the location.

From the loading costs it can be concluded that for loading distances less than 500 meter the
distance is not important in case of rail transport, because in all cases a truck is needed to load
the trains. In case of IN, loading distances highly influence the costs, because the loading
distance determines whether a truck is needed or not. In case of transport distances longer
than 500 m loading and unloading take relatively more time due to safety aspects, because
transport is treated as regular transport.
For push convoys the costs depend on the number of transported ton per year, because the
costs per ton are mainly related to depreciation costs of the fixed investment of the
loading/unloading facilities. The loading costs per ton for IN by push convoys are depicted in
Figure 3-2. Only on the locations Utrecht and Den-Haag push convoys are loaded. Therefore
these are indicated in Figure 3-2. For a location overview regarding the different types of
transport modes and products, see Appendix I.
Loading costs for IN by push convoys
-+-- Loading push convoy
(Utrecht)

-

150

200

250

350

300

400

Loading push
(Den-Haag)

convo~

kton per year

Figure 3-2: Loading costs for push convoys (containers) per ton per year.

Loading costs for Den-Haag are equal to € 3.88 per ton (200 kton per year) and for Utrecht
about€ 5 per ton (270 kton per year). These costs are based on a depreciation period of ten
years for the portal crane, but in general the portal cranes operate about twenty years. If this is
included in Figure 3-2, loading costs decrease with about € 1 and € 1.25 euro per ton for
respectively the locations Den-Haag and Utrecht. A remark is needed for the loading costs in
Den-Haag. On the location Den-Haag much additional costs are involved related to specific
adaptations of the building. If building costs are included in the loading costs, loading costs
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for Den-Haag would be probably higher than in case of the location Utrecht. Building costs
are in all cases excluded from the evaluation, because also in case of road transport a building
is needed. Only Den-Haag has a custom made building based on IN by push convoys
transport.

3.1.1.2 Transportation costs
Transportation costs are in given in Figure 3-3. The transportation costs are based on the real
transportation costs. From these costs and additional information, see for an overview
Appendix D, general costs functions are determined. Transportation costs in Figure 3-3 are
based on transports of about 500 ton.
Transport costs in case of freights of about 500 ton

- - IN by vessel (650T
high density)

€/ton

25 . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - IN by vessel (450T
low density)

15+-......;__________________

Train transport (low
density)
.,..,.;:;;;...__.....,_~. ~-......g

- - Road (low density)
Road (high density)

30

50

70

90

110 130 150 170 190 210 230 250 Distance (km)

Figure 3-3: Transportation costs for products based on transports of 500 ton.

From Figure 3-3 it can be concluded that in situations with transport distances longer than 30
kilometer IN and rail transport are cheaper than road transport. Train transport costs are in
that case compared with road transport costs of low density products. In general road
transport is the most expensive transport mode and IN the cheapest transport mode. Push
convoys have low fixed costs, because push barges are involved which can be loaded in
advance. On long distances (more than 250 km) they become more expensive than vessels,
because they have in general a lower average speed and higher variable costs.
Transport costs per ton for rides or shipments based on about 1000 ton freight are depicted in
Figure 3-4.
Transport costs in case of freights of about 1000 ton

.....----------..

€/ton

25 V'"':'~::-;:::~7;7~~';7~~~~~~

- - IN by vessel
(Dortmunder: 1000T
low density/
- - IN by vesse
(Dortmunder: 1350T
high density)
Train transport (low
density)
Road (low density)
-

30

so

70

90

110 130 150 170 190 210 230 250

- Road (high density)

Transport distance

Figure 3-4: Transportation costs for products based on transports of about 1000 ton.
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For transports of about 1000 ton, the same effects could be mentioned as introduced by
transports of about 500 ton.
Regarding the general cost functions some remarks. Transport costs of IN by vessels could be
increased with about € 3-4 per ton in the winter season due to increased demand and also toll
tariffs could lead to different prices. The prices in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 are already
average prices for the whole year. So seasonal transport costs fluctuations are already
included in these prices. Also additional gas oil charges could be involved for all transport
modes. Finally, transports in urban areas with vessels or push convoys could lead to lower
average speeds and therefore higher costs.

3.1.1.3 Unloading costs
Unloading costs include shovel, crane and truck costs. For IN by push convoys the fixed costs
are included in the unloading costs. Unloading costs for the different transport modes and
deviated per product type are depicted in Figure 3-5.
Unloading costs of the different transport modalities
€/ton
a IN vessel (low
3.5 .,,......- - - - - -.......--..,,...-.....-......_.........,...._.....,....,
density)
3~---...;.--......-........................,.................~

2.5

+-----------.. . ---.. .

a In vessel (high

~

density)

2+----

1.5+---1+----

•Rall

0.5

• IN push (container)

0

+-'---.Om

100-500 m

2-3 km

after-transpot distance

Figure 3-5: Unloading costs of the different transport modes; based on stock locations situated directly
at the wharf, on I 00-500 meter distance from the wharf or on 2-3 km from the wharf.

For IN by vessels no stock location is situated directly at the wharf at the destinations. In all
cases unloading costs are at least equal to the costs which are involved by transporting the
products 100-500 meter by a truck.
If a wharf of a third party is used renting costs for using the wharf are involved. Minimum
prices are € 0.25 per ton and at maximum about € 2 per ton for renting a wharf. Based on
these minimum and maximum prices, renting costs for a wharf are assumed equal to € 1 per
ton. These are not included in unloading costs in Figure 3-5.

3.1.2 Flexibility costs
Flexibility costs are related to transporting goods not by the regular/planned transport mode.
This could occur due to ice, low water, maintance, etc. As concluded in Appendix D this
happened only a few times for transport by vessels. Also in case of rail transport maintance is
known at least six weeks in advance and therefore no flexibility costs are involved for rail
transport. For push convoys on the route Den-Haag - Rozenburg flexibility costs of € 0.40
are involved. This is based on the additional transport costs the VGG has to pay to the
transporter due to uncertainties on this rout. See for an overview Appendix D.

3.1.3 Transport frequency differences
3.1.3.1

Holding costs and payment differences

Transportation by transport modes other than road leads to delayed payments of transportation
costs and delayed earnings or payments of the product price. The additional earnings/losses
are depicted in Figure 3-6. The included delayed payments of transportation costs are based
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on a transport of 150 km between origin and destination. This is about the average distance in
case of transport with transport modes other than road. For an overview of the formulas and
the assumptions see Error! Reference source not found •.
Capital earnings of delayed transportation
€/ton
1.5..-~~~~~~~~~~---~-,,....-.-~~---.

-+- Cost of €80 piton
-

Cost of €40 piton
Profit of €0 piton

--*- Profit of €40 piton
----- Profit of €80 piton

Figure 3-6: Capital earnings or losses of delayed transportation based on the product price and the days
between the next shipment.

For example for the location Drachten, which has about one shipment each month with sievesand, the additional earnings are about € 0.30 per ton due to transportation by IN instead of
road transport. This is true under the assumption that road transport should take place on a
regular basis. This means in this case one truck ride each day.

3.1.3.2 Container pool costs differences
In case of IN by push convoys and rail transport additional container costs are involved. The
yearly costs and the costs per ton are depicted in Table 3-1 for the routes where containers are
involved.

Route

Transport
mode

Number of
containers

Yearl y costs
(C)

Cost per
ton (C)

~~~~~
bu
50
630 000
233
Eindhoven-Acht - Amsterdam
Rail
42
1.42
81 354

Table 3-1 : Container costs per year for IN by push convoys and rail transport.

3.2 Economic performance related to operational aspects
When product flows are transported by IN or rail transport instead of road transport the
following aspects change: less administration time is needed on the location, additional costs
are made for larger stock locations, driving space and the wharf. Wharf and additional stock
locations costs are depicted in Table 3-2. The additional stock location costs include also the
additional handling space which arises as larger stock locations are needed. For an overview
of the formulas and the assumptions see Appendix D.

Table 3-2: Investments minus subsidies and yearly costs for a wharf, larger stock locations and
handling space.

Some locations had a wharf already, while other locations had to invest in new wharfs. It is
assumed that yearly costs for these locations are equal. A location with a new wharf has less
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maintenance and a larger depreciation costs, while a location with an existing wharf has less
depreciation and higher maintenance costs.
The yearly costs depend on the number of transported tons and the number of transported tons
per product type per location. This relation is depicted in Figure 3-7.
€/ton
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Figure 3-7: Additional wharf and stock location costs per ton.

For example, the location Amsterdam which transported about 60 kton per year and about 20
kton per product type the wharf costs are about € 1.35 and an additional € 0.50 for stock
location costs. In total about € 1.80 per ton. For the location Vlaardingen, which transported
only 30 kton per year divided mainly over two products the additional costs for transport by
IN are € 3.50 per ton. The stock location costs for container transport by push convoys are
relative low, because no bunker walls are needed. The containers costs could be seen as
bunker costs. These are already discussed in subsection 3.1.3.2.
Additional costs for a stock location are for the product type wood dependent on preprocessing activities. Locations which do not have a shredder permanently at the location do
not have additional stock location costs, because the shredder can only be hired when there is
sufficient stock (about 500 ton), which is about equal of the average shipment size. Additional
stock location costs for wood are involved in Puurs, Vlaardingen and Amsterdam. For an
overview of the individual locations, see Appendix I.
Savings in administration time are linear with the transported number of ton and are about €
0.15 per ton. For example, for the location Amsterdam which transports about 60 kton per
year, savings related to administration are about€ 9.000 per year.
Subsidies
Several wharfs on the locations have been built with subsidies from the government. The
subsidy structure in Belgium differs from the Netherlands, but on average the government
pays about 20% of the total costs or about € 200,000 per wharf. This payment is based on a
predefined volume which should be transported by IN over a period of 5 years. In Amsterdam
about 65% and in Vlaardingen about 40% of the predefined volume has been realized. It
means that the VGG has to pay back about 35% and 60% of the amount of subsidy for
respectively Amsterdam and Vlaardingen. It means that Amsterdam and Vlaardingen have to
pay back respectively an additional€ 7,000 and€ 12,000 per year for the wharf over the last
years.

3.3 Economic performance related to organizational aspects
Much time and therefore costs are invested in starting up modal shifts. These costs are equal
to one shift a week for the members of the project group Modal Shift. This can be concluded
from the interviews with the different members of the project group. Totally, this becomes
around € 40.000 per year to set up the modal shifts; with the assumption that the time could
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be used for other value generating activities. Dividing these costs over the total transported
products it can be concluded that the costs could be assumed equal to zero per ton.
Organizing IN instead of an equal numbers of road transports does not take more time.
Scheduled lines, like rail transport, require even less organizational time and costs. Therefore
also regular organizational costs are assumed equal to zero.

3.4 Overall economic performance of modal shifts
Several individual costs differences are mentioned in the last subsections. These individual
costs aspects are combined to an overall view of transport by other transport modes than road
and conclusions are given which can be subtracted from this analysis. A distinction is made
between the situation in which all fixed costs are included and in the situation which takes
only the variable costs into account. The situation is which fixed costs are included is
important for the long term, while the situation without fixed costs is important for the short
term.

3.4.1

Economic performance when fixed costs are included

Figure 3-8 depicts the overall costs for some routes on shorter distances <200 km for low
density products.
Total logistic costs per transported ton
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Figure 3-8: Transport costs per ton for several routes on shorter distances <200 km. The left bar
indicates IN or rail (only in case of Eindhoven) transport costs and the right bar represents road
transport costs on a particular route.

Looking to the overall costs of some transport routes to Belgium it could be stated that the
overall profit is between € 4-5 per ton. For transport from Drachten to Emden, the shortest
transported distance for wood to Germany, the overall profit is about€ 1.5 per ton.
For IN by push convoys transport is about € 1.5-3.5 more expensive than transport by road.
This is mainly due to the high costs of processing and loading the containers on the push
barges. If the real life time of 20 years is taken into account instead op the depreciation period
of 10 years of the portal cranes, the total costs will decrease with € 1-1.25 per ton. In the best
case transport costs for the push convoys on the route Utrecht-Rozenburg are equal and for
the route Den-Haag - Rozenburg the costs are € 2 per ton higher compared to road transport.
These best cases are taken into account in the overall economic profit, because these costs
reflect the reality more closely.
Rai l transport on the route Eindhoven - Amsterdam was in 2007 more expensive than road
transport. If the € 2 compensation for higher transport costs from Afval Energie Bedrijf
Amsterdam (AEB) is included rail transport becomes about€ 1.5 per ton more expensive than
road transport.
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Figure 3-9: Total costs per transported on longer distances (about 350 km). The left bar indicates IN
transport costs and the right bar represents road transport costs on a particular route.

Figure 3-9 gives a cost comparison for routes on longer distances. The route Amsterdam Bad-Meinberg is a multimodal route; final 75 km are executed by road transport. Cost savings
are about € 15- 20 per ton. The difference in truck costs per ton is due to different loading
capacities. In Germany a maximum gross combination weight of 40 ton, while in Belgium a
maximum gross combination weight of 44 ton per truck is allowed.

3.4.2 Economic performance when fixed costs are excluded
As indicated in Figure 3-8 the fixed costs are especially important for the push convoys. The
fixed investments are related to the presses and the portal crane. These could not be avoided
on the short term. These investments are already made and could be seen as sunk costs. Sunk
costs are costs which could not be avoided in short term decision making (Garrison et al.,
2003). For the other costs like containers, loading, transportation it is assumed that these are
avoidable on short term and therefore relevant. The situation when the fixed costs are
excluded is given in Figure 3-10.
Total costs per transported ton
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Figure 3-10: Variable costs for the routes Utrecht - Rozenburg and Den-Haag - Rozenburg . The left bar
indicates IN transport costs and the right bar represents road transport costs on a particular route.

From this analysis it can be concluded that on the short term IN by push convoys from
Utrecht and Den-Haag to Rozenburg should be continued. This will be discussed in more
detail in chapter 6.
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3.4.3 Overall economic performance
When all the cost savings calculations, as executed in subsection 3.4.1, are summed up for the
flows given in Table 2-3 the savings and additional costs are depicted in Table 3-3. The
situation in Table 3-3 indicates the products flows which should be transported by road
transport when there were no other transport modalities available (indicated in subsection 2.3
as the relevant situation). The savings in Table 3-3 are a lower bound of the overall savings.
The savings given in Table 3-4 take all the shifted flows into account and present the most
likely saving as discussed in subsection 2.3.

Table 3-3: Cost savings per year(€) related to the modal shifts in the period 2000-2007 for the relevant
flows .
From Table 3-3 it can be concluded that the lower bound of the overall saving is about €
35,000 for the period 2000-2007. The overall savings are higher for this period, because the
glass flows and the related savings for the period 2000-2002 are not included. For the glass
flow the additional savings in the period 2000-2003 are hard to determine, because only
known is that less IN took place than in 2003.

Table 3-4: Cost savings per year(€) for all shifted transport flows .
Table 3-4 indicates the overall savings for the situation when all flows are considered. Overall
savings are around € 2.5 million. The combustible waste flow transported by IN was the
activity of AVR and the other flows had been executed by former VG. It can be concluded
that A VR has made a loss of about€ 3.5 min and that former VG has saved€ 3.5-6 million on
transportation costs with modal shifts over the period 2000-2007.
The savings of VG have to be added with several other economical effects which are hard to
quantify. These savings will be discussed in the next subsection.

3.4.4 Non-quantifiable economical effects
Several effects could be described which could not be quantified or are hard to quantify. The
most important effects are described below.

3.4.4.1

Larger catching area

IN has lower transport costs compared to road transport on long distances. This also means
that destinations could be reached which were not possible in case of road transport. This has
two effects. Firstly, when the total costs and revenues for transporting goods to a destination
or market which could not be reached before by road transport are compared with the
revenues and costs to delivering the goods to the original destination, transport only took
place when these total revenues were higher. So transport to these destinations only took
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place in situations where additional revenues were involved. Secondly, the situation in the
market changes when products are transported further away. Supply on a more local market
decreases, which causes normally a higher selling price of the product on the local market. So
transporting goods to destinations which were not possible before with road transport, has
also a price effect on the local market. These effects are hard to measure, because a Jot of
other factors determine the price of a good in the market.
In case of glass, Maltba glasrecycling has the possibility with IN to position itself in a central
position, although they are geographically not central situated (Dintelmond). IN reduces the
transport costs such that they have central position in terms of transport costs compared to
competitors which are situated more centrally, but not with direct loading/unloading
possibilities for transport by IN.

3.4.4.2 Buffer function
Combustible waste is dumped in a bunker before it is processed. This bunker has limited
capacity. Transporting combustible waste in containers gives the possibility to use the
containers as an additional stock location or buffer. Containers are involved on the routes to
Rozenburg which has compared to other waste processors a small bunker. This gives a
problem in the weekends when no combustible waste is brought by scheduled collection. In
the bunker there is only capacity for 1.5 day production. A part of the loaded containers is
used as stock for the weekends.
When the combustible waste was not transported in containers, location Rozenburg had to
build a larger bunker or an additional stock location. Related costs for this investment should
be subtracted from the costs of IN by push convoys for the routes Utrecht - Rozenburg and
Den-Haag - Rozenburg. These costs are hard to quantity and outside the scope of the project
and therefore not taken into account.

3.4.4.3 Corporate image
Modal shifts created publicity for the VGG. The recent opening of the wharf in Lommel has
been done by the minister of Transport of Belgium. These openings and other publicity
creates a positive image of the VGG, in particular regarding environmental and social aspects.
This positive image could have been caused new customers for the VGG, but is also hard to
express in a monetary value.

3.4.5 Sensitivity
The combustible waste flow transported by IN with push convoys or the result of AVR is
quite sensitive to small deviations in costs. This is due to two reasons:
1. Investments related to the loading facilities for push convoys took place decades ago
and are hard to determine correctly. Therefore, the economical performance is based
on replacement investments.
2. Big combustible waste flow (about 4800 kton)
The first reason indicates that small deviations on the estimated costs, in particular loading
costs, could be possible. It is reasonable to assume that there are small deviations in the
estimated loading costs. The second indicated reason makes that small deviations could lead
to significant consequences on the overall profit of modal shifts. Table 3-5 presents the
consequences of small deviations in transportation costs on the overall profit of the AVR
related part of modal shift. € 1 or 8% change in transportation costs could make the losses
increase up to€ 8.3 min or could make the modal shift of the AVR part also profitable with a
saving of€ 1.3 min in transportation cost. The indicated 8% difference in estimated loading
costs is not uncommon to take into account in this situation.
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Table 3-5: Effect of changes at the IN by push convoys transportation costs on the overall economic
performance of modal shifts for the combustible waste flow transported by AYR.

The flows of former VG are much less sensitive, because most costs are variable costs which
could be determined quite well. The small part in the total transportation cost related to fixed
investments could also be determined relative easily, because these investments took place
recently.
The economic performance of VG could only be quite sensitive and positively influenced by
the additional revenues mentioned in the last subsection, but these are outside the scope of the
evaluation and hard to quantify.
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Read instruction CH4: Chapter 4 describes the second part of the overall evaluation. The environmental
performance of the different transport modes is described. The calculations in this chapter are described
in Appendix H. In subsection 4.1 and 4.2 energy use and emissions of road transport are compared with
the transport modes other than road. Subsection 4.3 presents differences in energy use and emissions
for the situation when all the shifted flows should have been transported by road transport.

4 Environmental performance
As discussed in chapter 3, the transported flows could be divided in five categories. Related to
energy use the categories are slightly different. The following five categories are used and
relevant for the situation of the VGG.
1. Bulk transport with vessels
2. Rail transport based on the ACTS system
3. Push convoys with combustible waste loaded in containers
4. Push convoys with combustible waste loaded in bulk
5. Road transport in bulk
Road transport and bulk transport with vessels is divided in transport of low (L.D.) and high
density (H.D.) products. For push convoys with combustible waste loaded in containers, a
distinction is made between large and small push convoys.

4.1

Energy use of the transport modes

Energy use per ton-kilometer (tkm) for the different transport modes deviated per product
type and freight capacity is depicted in Figure 4-1. The energy use and emissions of road
transport are the averages of transporting 24 and 30 ton .
Energy use of rail transport and IN compared with road transport
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Figure 4-1: Energy use of the different transport modes compared with road transport in 2005.
From Figure 4-1 it can be concluded that the energy use compared with road transport is
always lower, except for push convoys loaded with bulk (200 ton) based on full loads. Also
when the logistic parameter percentage productive rides (related to empty rides or return
freight) is taken into account, all transport modalities and types perform better except small
bulk push convoys (200T). For small bulk push convoys (200T) the comparison is not
completely correct, because on this short distance small transport (4.5 km) road transport
should also be considered with a percentage productive rides of 0.5 instead of 0.7 (for each
transport kilometer: 0.7 km loaded and 0.3 empty). The energy use of rail and IN by push
convoys increases relatively more than IN by vessels if the percentage productive rides or
shipments is considered, because return rides are always with empty containers, while vessels
have return freight in many cases .
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4.2 Emissions of the transport modes
Emissions can be divided in two categories:
I. Emissions which relate to the greenhouse effect, but which are not polluting like C02
2. Pollution emissions, based on the emissions of several substances like NO., PM 10 and
S02
The effects of the emissions are described in Appendix C. The first category: C02 emissions,
is directly related to energy use and the second category relates to the type of fuel and the
used technology of the engine. Since C02 is directly related to energy use, the same relation
between the transport modes exists as given in Figure 4-1. For completeness the different C0 2
values are given in Figure 4-2. The polluting emissions: NO., PM 10 and S02 are depicted
respectively in Figure 4-3, Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5.
C0 2 emissions of the different transport modes
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Figure 4-2: C0 2 emissions of rail transport and IN compared with road transport in 2005.
NOx emissions of the different transport modes
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Figure 4-3: NO. emissions of rail transport and IN compared with road transport in 2005.

For NOx it can be concluded that small push convoys (< SOOT) have higher NO. emissions
compared to road transport. Rail transport and the other transport classes and types of IN have
lower or more or less equal NOx emissions.
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PM 10 emissions of the different transport modes
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Figure 4-4: PM IO emissions of rail transport and IN compared with road transport in 2005.

For PM 10 (particular dust) it can be concluded that only rail transport (diesel) has lower PM 10
emissions than road transport. IN has higher PM 10 emissions compared to road transport.
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Figure 4-5: S0 2 emissions of rail transport and IN compared with road transport in 2005.

Road transport has the lowest S0 2 emissions compared to rail transport and IN. The S02
value of IN and rail transport are high compared to road transport; mainly due to a different
type of diesel with a higher sulphur percentage.

4.3 Overall environmental performance
The same methodology as in the evaluation of the economic performance is used. First of all,
only the relevant flows are considered and in the next situation all flows are considered under
the assumption that on average the same savings or additional energy use and emissions are
involved. This evaluation is based on transport including the logistic parameters, because this
reflects the reality more closely.

4.3.1 Energy use
Total energy savings are given in Table 4-1.

96

333

1 968 14 28 19 806 2 9
332
3 7
550

2 41
67

43

9
199

Table 4-1: Energy savings of modal shifts in the period 2000-2007 expressed in GJ and liters diesel.
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At least 3.7 million liters of diesel have been saved over the period 2000-2007. If all shifted
flows are considered the savings are around 4.2 million liters of diesel. If the relevant flows
were transported by road, the total energy use was 420 PJ or 11.7 million litres of diesel. This
is equal to an energy saving of about 32% over the last years. Of these savings around 40% is
due to activities of former VG and 60% due to the activities of former A VR. Modal shifts
initiated by VG saved about 1% of the overall diesel use related to transport of VG (around 21
million liter per year (annual report, 2006)). Or about 0.9% of the overall energy use of VG,
because diesel accounted for 90% of the overall energy use of VG (Warnaar, 2004).

4.3.2 Emissions
Emission savings for the relevant and the all flows situation are depicted in Table 4-2.

-44
-2,112

flows

All flows

-1.9

-2.3

-2.3

-2.1

-11.8

-51
-2,223

Table 4-2: Emission savings (ton) related to modal shift over the period 2000-2007.
From Table 4-2 it can be concluded that for C02 and NOx emissions modal shifts has caused a
saving in emissions of respectively about 35% and 15%. Regarding PM 10 and S02 modal
shifts has lead to respectively 50% and 2200% more pollution. Also in this case 40% of the
emission savings are due to activities of VG and 60% due to activities of AVR. Compared
with the overall emissions related to transport of VG (annual report, 2006), modal shift saved
about 1% of the overall C0 2 emissions per year. 0.6% saving in NO, emissions and for PMw
and S02 respectively 6% and 37% more emissions compared with transport related emissions
per year.
The emission changes are expressed in monetary values to determine the relative importance
of the emission savings and the overall environmental effect. This is done according
internalization of the external costs, as discussed in subsection 2.2. Bak et al. (2007) have
estimated the external costs of the transport sector as part of the European funded study
Internalization Measures and Policies for All External Cost of Transport (IMPACT).
Emission values per ton are taken from that study and the overall result is depicted in Table
4-3.
Emission

Ouant1t;

type

110111

Value per u111t
Cton

Total value
(()

C02

11 ,035

20

220,692

NO.

67.4

6,600

444,929

PM 10

-3.6

54,500

-197,370

;::,u2

-11.8

13000

-153,363

total

314,888

Table 4-3: Emission changes expressed in monetary values.
From these numbers it can be concluded that the saving in C0 2 and NOx emissions are valued
higher than the additional PMw and S02 emissions and therefore it could be concluded that
the overall environmental effect is positive when the emission changes are expressed in
monetary values.
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4.4 Sensitivity
Individual fuel consumption has been taken into account as far as possible, but was only
possible for IN by push convoys. Fuel consumption of IN by vessels and rail transport is
estimated by taken fleet averages. The VGG used many different vessels from different
shipping companies. So this reflects the fleet average probably quite well. However, small
deviations are always possible. In case of rail transport, fuel use of the individual rides is not
known; therefore also the fleet average of diesels trains is taken into account. However, rail
transport started in 2007; deviations in energy use and emissions are therefore negligible
compared to the overall energy use and emissions. The largest deviation of the environmental
performance occurs probably due to the rebound effect. This effect will be described in more
detail below.

4.4.1 Rebound effect
Mainly wood has been transported to destinations which were not economically interesting in
case of the situation when only road transport was available. This additional use of a transport
mode could be described as the rebound effect. An increase in efficiency of a service (shift
from road to IN on long transport distances) causes a decrease in the price of a good or
service. Generally speaking, a decrease in price of a good or service will increase the quantity
demanded. When the quantity demanded more than doubles it is called the Jevons Paradox
after the work of Jevons (Jevons, 1866) or a backfire (Ruzzenenti and Baosi, 2008). In that
situation the demand increases such that the efficiency saving is completely wiped out.
Greening et al. (2000) indicate that the number of vehicle distance traveled will increase
between 10% and 30% as a result of improvements in fuel efficiency. This situation is not
similar, but relates to the same effect.
Only the environmental performance is influenced by the rebound effect. A part of the
efficiency gain is wiped out by increases in transport demand. In case of the VGG to
destinations which were not reached before. About 130 kton wood has been transported to
destinations situated further away over the period 2000-2007 (overseas flows excluded).
These destinations are situated about 250 km further away compared to the former
destination. This distance times 130 kton and the energy use (0.48 per tkm) results in an
additional energy use of 15.6 PJ. This is equal to about 10% of the overall saving in energy
use. Table 4-4 depicts the result when the rebound effect is related to the overall energy use
and emissions.

Em ss1or

Eval,1at1on res11 lt
Rebo1ind effect 1nclud,,d
Overall saving compared to overall Ovr:rall sav1:1q co:-r;pareo to ov:Yall
rton,
enerqy user< r
1ton1
er ':'U/ u~e
r

11,035

32

9,897

29

Table 4-4: Overall energy use and emission saving without and within the rebound effect.

From the numbers in Table 4-4 it can be concluded that the rebound effect makes the overall
saving in energy use and emission in terms of absolute numbers 6-20% lower. In percentages
compared to the overall energy use, the rebound effect reduces the saving with about 3%. In
terms of emissions the NOx emission saving decreases with about 4% and in case of case of
PM 10 and S0 2 respectively an additional 11 % and 140% has been emitted.
From these numbers it can be concluded that the rebound effect has a non-negligible influence
of the overall results, but that the influence is limited to 10% in case of energy use and C02
emissions and about 5-25% in case of polluting emissions.
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Read instruction CHS: Chapter 5 describes the third part of the overall evaluation. The social
performance of the different transport modes is described. First of all, the number of avoided road (ton)
kilometers is given and secondly the number of avoided transport movements is presented.

5 Social performance
5.1

Avoided road kilometers

The number of avoided road kilometers is presented for the relevant flows situation and
secondly for the all the flows situation under the assumption that the additional considered
flows have the same saving as the average relevant flow. Table 5-1 depicts the number of
avoided road kilometers in the period 2000-2007 per product type for the relevant flows.

Table 5-1 : Number of avoided road kilometers based on the relevant flows over the period 2000-2007.

Overall, at least 34 million road kilometers are avoided. The number of avoided road
kilometers when all flows are considered is depicted in Table 5-2.

Table 5-2: Number of avoided kilometers when all flows are considered.

From Table 5-2 it can be concluded that 43.5 million road kilometers are avoided in the
period 2000-2007. This number reflects the reality as close as possible. Table 5-3 depicts the
number of avoided ton-kilometers (tkm) over the period 2000-2007 for the relevant flows and
the all flows situation.

Table 5-3: Number of avoided ton-kilometers (tkm) over the period 2000-2007.

The last years on average about 100 million tkm are avoided mainly on the Dutch roads and
in total at least 500 million and probably around 650 million tkm are avoided. About 50% of
the avoided road (ton) kilometers are due to activities of former AVR and also 50% due to
activities of former VG.

In the Netherlands about 82% of congestion occurs due to capacity problems on the roads
(Frauenhofer/INFRAS, 2006). By avoiding road kilometers the capacity problem is reduced.
Social costs of road transport due to increasing the capacity problem are determined by taken
into account the marginal social congestion cost prices. Marginal social congestion costs
describe the effect which an additional user or vehicle imposes on all other users without
taking them into account in his/her travel decision (Bak et al., 2007). Marginal social
congestion costs are about €ct 1.45 per tkm or about €ct 25 per vehicle-km (vkm) for peakhours when a percentage productive rides of 0.7 and an average full load of 24 ton are taken
into account. There are about 4 peak hours per day (7 :00-9:00 and 16:00-18:00) (A VV, 2004 ).
With an average transport distance of about 150 km related to modal shifts about 2/3 of total
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transport time is spend on driving and 1/3 on loading, unloading and breaking time. Therefore
it is assumed that also 2/3 part of the indicated 4 peak-hours are relevant. With 12 working
hours a day, 2/9 part of the total tkm has been transported during peak hours. Marginal social
congestion costs combined with the number of avoided tkm and the hours spend in peakhours gives the social savings related to avoiding congestion. These are depicted in Table 5-4.

Table 5-4: Social benefit (€) related to avoiding congestion.
From these numbers it can be concluded that modal shift saved about€ 1.7-2.2 million social
costs by avoiding congestion.
To make a fair comparison it is discussed whether or not there are also congestion or capacity
shortage costs for rail and inland waterway networks. In the current situation rail transport is
used during evening and night hours, in these hours no congestion or capacity problems are
involved. However there are capacity problems in case of rail transport. Pro-rail has the
opportunity to charge additional infra charge fees on the tracks with capacity problems
(Netverklaring 2009). So it could be stated that there are social costs in case of rail transport
and that these are discounted in the infra charges and that therefore no additional social cost
have to be considered. In case of IN no capacity problems are involved according research of
the EC (2006). Only in case of low water additional fees have to be paid on the Rhine,
because capacity is limited in that case. However, this is less relevant in case of the VGG,
because mainly small vessels are used with less draught. Concluding, it could be concluded
that in case of rail transport and IN no similar capacity problems are involved.

5.2 Avoided transport movements
In case of avoided transport movements only the transports are considered which do not need
more than 500 meter pre- or after-transport. When more than 500 meter pre- or after transport
is needed no transport movement is avoided in the close surrounding of a location of the
VGG. This is relevant, because this performance indictor relates to the avoided transport
movements in the close surrounding of a location. The number of avoided transport
movements related to the different locations is depicted in Table 5-5.

Table 5-5: Avoided transport movements for the VGG locations based on relevant flows in the period
2000-2007.

The numbers of avoided transport movements, depicted in Table 5-5, are the avoided
transport movements at locations of the VGG. In almost all cases these movements are also
avoided at the destinations. From these avoided movements around 70% is due of activities of
former A VR and 30% is due to activities of former VG. The number of avoided transport
movements is relatively higher for A VR than the number of avoided road (ton) kilometers,
because the shifted flows of AVR are on routes with relatively shorter distances than the
shifted flows of VG.
The benefit of several avoided transport movements has to be compared with the social costs
of one additional ride in case of rail transport or with an additional shipment in case of IN.
This relates to changes in noise, accidents, nature and landscape. These changes and related
costs are hard to quantify and in case of IN there is a Jack of data to determine these benefits
or costs adequately. Therefore the benefits or costs related to avoided transport movements
are not taken into account. Subsection 6.2.5 discusses this effect in more detail.
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Read instruction CH 6: The economical, environmental and social effects are described in
chapter 2-5. Chapter 6 gives an overall conclusion of modal shifts; the individual
performances are combined to get overall performance in subsection 6.1. Subsection 6.2
describes some recommendations based on the evaluation.

6 Conclusions and recommendations from the
evaluation
6.1

Overall conclusion

As discussed in subsection 2.2, the internal and external costs can be combined to get the
overall public performance. The public performance is an overall evaluation of the
economical, environmental and social performance. The result of the overall evaluation is
depicted in Table 6-1. In these numbers the most reasonable economical situation is taken into
account.

Table 6-1 : Public performance of modal shift over the period 2000-2007.

Total savings are around€ 5 million over the period 2000-2007. Over the last three years€ 11.5 million per year. On all three categories modal shifts have a positive performance and the
social performance is almost as large as the economical performance. More detailed
conclusions will be discussed below.
Related to the economical performance it can be concluded that transportation with IN by
vessels was in all cases positive. Rail transport on the route Eindhoven - Amsterdam with 250
ton per day was economically not profitable. For IN by push convoys it depends on the route
whether it was economical profitable or not. The route Den-Haag - Rozenburg is
economically not profitable, because the distance is too small and or the number of ton per
shipment is too low. On the route Utrecht - Rozenburg costs are more or less equal for IN by
push convoys and road transport.
For all transport modes other than road, it is not exactly known when it is economical
profitable to use them instead of road transport. For bulk transport with vessels an indication
could be given based on practical experience. However, this experience is not based on the
total supply chain costs. Based on this lack of knowledge; the general situation will be
described in chapter 7.
Transportation with transport modes other than road has a positive effect on lowering climate
change effects due to lower C02 emissions. This could be indicated as a global effect. On a
more local scale IN and rail transport have a negative effect on S02 and PM 10 emissions
(PM 10 only for IN) compared to road transport. On the other hand IN and rail transport emit
less NO., which has a positive effect on the local air quality. When NO,, S0 2 and PM 10 are
expressed in monetary values and the result is combined it can be concluded that modal shifts
have also a positive effect on local air quality.
The social effect of modal shifts is always pos1t1ve when the included variables are
considered. Subsection 6.2.5 discusses some other aspects of social performance to make a
more general conclusion about the social effect of rail transport and IN compared to road
transport.
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6.2 Future directions
6.2.1 Fixed costs push convoys
Total transport costs of IN by push convoys are high compared to IN by vessels. The costs of
IN by push convoys are high, mainly due to high loading costs. To make transport by push
convoys more profitable loading costs have to be reduced. There are two possibilities in
existing or new locations:
1. Increase the yearly volume.
2. Alternative for loading push convoys
Increasing the number of tons is possible. The locations Den-Haag and Utrecht have still
capacity left. Only 5-6 hours per day is spend on loading vessels. The destination Rozenburg
uses its unloading facility only about 12 hours a day. On the location Rozenburg they work
already 24 hours a day at the bunker, so increasing the number or the size of shipments is not
a problem. An additional advantage is that Rozenburg could decrease the negative effects of
the small bunker, because the additional containers could be used as stock possibility.
On the route Den-Haag - Rozenburg already three shipments per day take place on Thursday.
On the other days it is also possible to increase the number of shipments to three per day.
When Figure 3-10 is taken into consideration the savings would be minimal, because
probably additional costs are involved to bring the combustible waste to the location DenHaag instead of another location in Den-Haag or surrounding. Bringing combustible waste to
Den-Haag with trucks (additional transshipment) makes no sense, because the additional
loading costs of the trucks are already higher than the possible savings.
For the route Utrecht - Rozenburg the business case is different. A saving of € 5 per ton is
possible if only the variable or marginal costs are considered. The presses on location Utrecht
could handle 150-160 containers per day without additional fixed costs. In the current
situation on average 88 containers are processed or pressed per day. In the current situation
barges with a capacity of 140 and 90 containers are used on this route for transport. The
extension is only possible if the push barge with a capacity of 90 containers is replaced by a
push barge with a capacity of 140 containers, otherwise the extension is limited to 14
containers or 180 ton per day. In case of replacing one push barge about 60 containers or an
additional 750 ton per day could be handled in Utrecht.
From Figure 3-10 it can be concluded that the variable IN by push convoys transportation costs
are € 5 per ton lower than the variable road transport costs. The € 5 per ton margin could be
translated into a transport distance with trucks and depends on the current origin and
destination of the transshipment and processing location. Transporting bulk flows from other
transshipment locations to Utrecht makes no or less sense, because the loading and startup
costs of a truck are already about € 4 per ton and the margin is € 5 per ton. Road transport in
containers which can be directly loaded on the push barges is an option, because in that case
only the additional startup costs of a truck (1 hour) of€ 2.5 per ton have to be considered. But
this also depends on the distance to the transshipment and processing location of the changed
flow.
Another possibility is that more Refuse Collecting Vehicles (RCV) unload on the
transshipment location in Utrecht. This depends on the difference in costs when the routes are
rescheduled for the new destination. € 5 per ton margin indicates that per ride per RCV about
€ 55 additional driving costs could be made compared to the current situation. This is equal to
about 40 minutes driving or a 10-15 kilometer longer transport distance. So if rescheduling
leads to an additional transport distance of less than 10-15 km it is cost-effective to unload in
Utrecht. Maybe also a change in place of work is needed in that situation.
On the long term or when the portal cranes have to be replaced a different loading technique
should be considered. One alternative for loading push convoys on the locations is with
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reachstackers. A pre-condition is that the wharf has the possibility to hold the pressure of the
reachstacker, because a large force is involved when the reachstacker loads a push barge. In
case of using a reachstacker the loading costs can be decreased to about € 2 per ton compared
to the current€ 4-5 loading costs. This will also be discussed in subsection 8.4.1.

6.2.2 Transport by third party
In all cases, transport organized by the receiver causes additional loading costs for the VGG,
while the receiver takes in many cases the additional profit. Only for rubble which is
transported by IN, the VGG receives an additional earning of € 2-4 per ton. Whether this
additional earning reflects the real saving for the receiver depends on the transport distance.
The overall saving per ton for the receiver is depicted in Figure 6-1. This could be used to
determine the amount of profit a receiver makes and which could be at least partly shared
with the VGG. Only the variable costs for the receiver: higher stock location costs (25 kton
per year), lower transportation and administration costs and higher unloading costs are
considered in Figure 6-1. Road transport costs are based on transports of 30 ton and shipments
are based on about 1250 ton. For larger vessels the savings are higher than depicted in Figure
6-1, but this is limited to less than 10% and on short distances (<70 km) even higher, also
limited to 10%.
Savings in supply chain transport costs for high density products when
IN is compared with road transport
- - Vessel (0 m
pon
loading/ 100-500
m unloading)
- - Vessel ( 100-500
m loadlng/100500 m
o .J.,::;::;;....,..i;;:::;::;::;::;...,...,_~.-,,-,1""""'.!l""""'ll""""'I~
unloading)
Transport
-2 ""-''""-----"-------......................,......,............,......,.""'""'""""" distance

Figure 6-1: Savings in costs per ton in the total supply chain when IN by vessels costs (l250T) are
compared with road transport costs.

For example, transport from Amsterdam to Pouw in Utrecht, Pouw has saved at least about €
30,000 (40 kton times€ 0.75 per ton saving) by transporting the goods by IN instead of road
transport the last years. While on the other side the VGG has made additional loading costs
and costs for larger stock locations of about € 1.25 per ton for locations with a IN loading
possibility.

6.2.3 Own wharf versus renting a wharf
Wharf costs of an own wharf have to be weighted against less loading costs. In general it can
be stated that when the total product flow per year is larger than 40 kton per year it is costeffective to build an own wharf instead of hiring a wharf for about€ 0.50 per ton on a location
situated more than 2 km from the VGG location. When it is possible to hire a wharf situated
on less than 500 meter from the location for€ 0.50 per ton the yearly product flow has to be at
least 55 kton per year to become cost-effective. With the side condition that the volume of
low and high density product flows is equally divided over the 55 kton. When more low
density products are transported the break-even volume per year is lower and vise versa for
high density product flows. See for calculations Appendix J.

6.2.4 Emission rights
As analyzed in chapter 4 the emissions of NOx and C02 per tkm are lower for the other
transport modalities than road. These emissions are also central in the GRI performance
indicators. These lower emissions are not only important in terms of responsibility for the
environment, but they also represent a certain value. Since I January 2005 the EU started with
emission trading. It is not clear when all companies and even households have to get rights for
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a certain amount of emissions, but in 2012 phase 3 starts with smaller companies. The lower
emissions due to modal shift are valued against the current prices of C02 and NO,. C0 2 and
NO, prices are taken from the emission market (JC Consultancy, 2008).

Table 6-2: Overall emission savings related to modal shifts valued against market prices.

In particular C0 2 trading started the last years. If only these emissions are taken into account,
the VGG could have been saved about € 220.000. When the VGG is involved in the C02
trading market it will be profitable for the VGG if IN and rail transport will be further
increased in the future. The lower C02 emission of IN and rail transport compare to road
transport could be traded on the market, because C0 2 emission rights are based on current
emissions. In case of NO, it has to be determined whether the emissions are still lower in the
future compared to road transport. This will be discu ssed in subsection 8.2.8.

6.2.5 Social aspects
A voided road kilometers and transport movements are taken into account as social
performance. These effects are always positive for modal shifts. Related to social aspects, but
not investigated are the external cost of the transport modes like: noise, congestion and
accidents. The costs associated to these effects are called external costs (IMPACT, 2007).
These costs could give a broader indication of the social performance on the mentioned
aspects of the different transport modes. Only comprehensive data for rail and road transport
is available (IMPACT, 2007). In case of IN a limited number of environmental effects is
available. The external costs for the different transport modes are depicted in Figure 6-2.
External costs for the different

transP.,..o..,.rt...,m~o~d....
e~s_ _ _ _ __,

€ctltkm

• Nature and landscape
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•Climate change
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1
•Noise
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0

................._.- ~~llill•l.!!:.:.I
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transport

IN

• congestion and scarcity

Rail transport
Transport mode

Figure 6-2: External costs per €ct/tkm for the different transport modes

Congestion, noise and accidents effects are not included for IN, but it is reasonable to assume
that these are lower per tkm than the values for road transport. This assumption will be
discussed below. For accidents the number of deaths is equal to 51 for truck related transport
(TLN, 2006) and for IN equal to about 2 per year (IMPACT, 2007). Road and IN are
responsible for about 40% of the inland freight transport in term of tkrn. From these numbers
it can be concluded that per tkrn more fatally accidents occur in case of road transport.
Waterways are further situated from settlement and speed is much lower in most cases.
Therefore it is reasonable to assume that also noise effects for per tkrn are lower for IN
compared to road transport. Congestion related to IN occurs only on a limited number of
bottlenecks. Therefore it is reasonably to assume that also congestion costs are lower for IN
compared to road transport. From Figure 6-2 and the above reasoning it can be concluded that
the broader social performance of IN and rail transport are better than road transport.
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Read instruction CH 7: Chapter 7 describes the first part of the design part of the thesis. The
economic performance, as introduced in the evaluation part, will be translated in a general
situation. This general situation describes when IN and rail transport become interesting from
an economical viewpoint compared to road transport in case of the VGG. This is worked out
in a concrete example in subsection 7.3.

7 General situation
7.1

Break-even distances in case of transport from location

From the costs functions given in chapter 3 more general relations of the costs per tkrn can be
subtracted. These are described in detail in Appendix D. However, a price per tlan gives no
conclusion about from which transport distance it could be better executed by IN or rail
instead of road transport. A transport price related to the transport distance gives an indication
from which distance it is more profitable to use a transport mode other than road. The relation
between transport costs and transport distance in case of freights of about 500 ton for low
density products is depicted in Figure 7-1. In these relations the total supply chain costs are
included. The situation is based on the transport mode choice if the products are already on a
location. The situation when the choice is between direct road transport from the customer to
the processor or via transshipment and final transport by IN or rail transport is described in
subsection 7.2. Social and environmental categories are not included, because for the VGG it
is important to determine the situations in which modal shifts are cost-effective from only an
economical viewpoint. Social and environmental aspects will influence rail transport and IN
costs positively when they are included.
Transport costs for low density products based of about 500 ton per ride/shipment
€/ton
23....-~~~~-..,.~~--.-......,..,-~~-..-~-..,........,......,--..-~~

- - Vessel (0 m loading/ 100·
500 m unloading)
- - Vessel (2-3 km
loading/unloading)
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loading/unloading)
- - Train (<2-3 km
loading/unloading)
- - Road
30
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- - Push convoy ( <500 m
loading/unloading)
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Figure 7-1: Transport costs per ton related to the transport distance for low density products.
The relation between transport distance and costs in case of high density products for freights
of 500 ton is depicted in Figure 7-2.
€/ton
20

Transport costs for high density products based on 500 ton per
ride/shipment
-

- Vessel (Om
loading/ 100-500 m
unloading)

~~~~P.;;:::::=:..u__ Vessel (2-3 km
loading/unloading)

Figure 7-2: Transport costs per ton related to the transport distance for high density products.
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The break-even distances related to Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-2 are presented in Table 7-1. The
break-even distance represents the transport distance for which road transport becomes more
expensive than IN or rail transport. Table 7-1 also presents break-even distances in case of
transports of about 1000 ton. For transport to Belgium and Germany the break-even distances
are lower than given in Table 7-1, because the maximum allowed tonnage per truck is lower.
2
In Belgium the distances are about % and in Germany / 3 of the break-even distances in the
Netherlands. In case when only the variable costs (variable loading, transportation and
unloading costs) are considered the break-even distances in Table 7-1 decrease. These breakeven distances are depicted in Table 7-2.

Table 7-1: Break-even distances (km) for several transport modes compared to road transport when all
costs are considered (Jong term decision)

Table 7-2: Break-even distances (km) for several transport modes compared to road transport when
only the relevant costs are considered (short term decision).

Low density products have much higher break-even distances than high density products,
because much handling and costs are related to volume. In that case costs per ton for low
density products are high compared to the costs per ton for high density products. When the
fixed costs of the push convoys are not taken into account push convoys become already
profitable on distances less than 30 km. On the long term it is profitable on distances longer
than 120 km or with freights larger than 1000 ton on shorter distances.
As presented in the economical performance rail transport was not profitable on the route
Eindhoven - Amsterdam (130 km), while the numbers in Table 7-1 show that this should be
break-even. The economic performance evaluation takes the situation into account that on
average 220 ton per day is transported while the numbers in Table 7-1 are based on 500 ton
per day as depicted. In that case fixed renting costs of wagons, containers etc. become lower.

7.2 Break-even distances in case of transshipment
As already described in subsection 7 .1 the situation differs when the choice is between direct
transport from the customer to the processor by road or an additional shipment via a location
of the VGG and final transport by road, IN or rail transport. In that situation additional
transshipment costs are involved. A part of the transshipment costs is already included in the
loading, stock location and wharf costs. Therefore not the usually € 6-7 transshipment costs
are included, but an additional € 3 fixed transshipment costs are included.
Figure 7-3 presents the general situation. The red surface indicates the area in which transport
by transshipment has lower overall costs than direct transport.
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Figure 7-3: Situation in case of direct road transport versus transport via transshipment and rail or IN.

In each situation there is an intersection point (I) situated on a distance x from the destination
(D) in which direct transport becomes more expensive than transport via transshipment and
final transport by IN or rail transport. If the location (L) is situated on this intersection point
(I) the area for which this is also true becomes very limited, as depicted in situation 1 in
Figure 7-3. It becomes interesting when the location (L) is at least situated on 1.25 times the
initial distance x (y): situation 2 in Figure 7-3. The intersection point (I) also changes and is
situated on about 10% of the distance y between the destination (D) and location (L). This
percentage increases when the location is relatively further situated from the initial
intersection point. For example, when the location is situated on a distance 4 times distance x,
the distance between L and I becomes equal to distance x or 0.25y.
The break-even distances, in this case the distance form the destination (D) to the intersection
point (I) times 1.25 (situation 2 in Figure 7-3) are given in Table 7-3.

Table 7-3: Break-even distances in case of direct transport versus transport via IN or rail with an
additional transshipment.

From Table 7-3 it can be concluded that if the destination is situated in the Netherlands
transshipment is economically not profitable in almost all cases. If destinations are situated in
Belgium, Germany or even further away, transshipment becomes economical profitable
compared to direct road transport. Not only due to longer transport distances, but also the
maximum allowed gross weight of a truck is lower in these countries. Also dedicated
transported (without return freight) influences the break-even distances. In the last column in
Table 7-3 dedicated road transport of 22 ton to Belgium is compared with transshipment and
final transport by IN. When a location of the VGG is situated on at least 140 km from the
destination it is profitable for a given catching area, as presented in situation 2 in Figure 7-3,
to transship and to transport the products by IN to the final destination. The break-even
distance of 140 km returns in the concrete case which will be discussed in the next paragraph.
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7.3 Plate glass case
7.3.1 Introduction
Vlakglas Recycling Nederland (VRN) organizes each three years a tender for the processing
and the total logistic collection of all plate glass in the Netherlands: about 75 kton in 2007. In
this plate glass case only the total logistic collection part will be discussed. The VGG is one
of the companies which are involved in this tender. Nowadays, the VGG executes all the
collection and logistics for VRN until 2008. The tender is about the period 2009-2011. The
current tender for the period 2009-2011 focuses not only on costs, but also about 30% of the
total score of a quotation depends on sustainability aspects (VRN, 2008). More concrete: C02
reduction and reduced number of road kilometers. Current transport is all done by road
transport. The following subsections describe how IN could be fitted in with the current
network to score positive on sustainability aspects under the assumption that the total logistic
costs should be in the worst case slightly (less than 3%) increase.

7.3.2 First impression of the possibilities
7.3.2.1 Current situation
Nowadays all the transport is executed by road transport. About I 000 collection points are
situated in the Netherlands. On about 300 of these collection points a bulk container is
involved. The VGG has the obligation to empty these containers within three days when a
customer indicates that the container has to be emptied. In that case the container (combined
with a second emptying) is removed, emptied in Lommel or Antwerp (Belgium) and returned
to the customer. Bulk transport accounts for almost 90% of the total tonnage of 75kton. The
second part of the collection is done by small containers of 0.5-2 ton. This is called 'kooiaap
transport', because the containers are loaded with a kooiaap (small forklift which is carried on
the back side of a truck) on the truck. When a truck is full with small containers it drives to
Lommel to empty these containers.
7 .3.2.2 New situation
In the new situation the final transport of some transshipment locations will be executed by
IN. Around these transshipment locations trucks are used to collect, empty and return the bulk
containers. Also the kooiaap collection trucks will empty the trucks on the transshipment
location instead of driving all the way to Lommel. The main focus will be on the bulk
transport, because this is almost 90% of the total tonnage. For the new tender the current
situation is taken as starting point.
The situation for bulk transport with additional transshipment is described in subsection 7 .2.
From Table 7-3 it can be concluded that for locations on about 140 kilometer or more IN
becomes economically profitable. This distance is combined with the VGG locations situated
on about 140 km or more. Also Meppel is included, because this seems to be a reasonable
location for the Northern part of the Netherlands instead of the VGG locations: Drachten and
Hoogeveen. The catching area for Hoogeveen is more or less the same as for Meppel. Figure
7-4 presents the theoretical catching areas in case of bulk transport to Lommel. Assumptions
are presented in Appendix K.
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Figure 7-4: Indication of the catching areas, based on the general cost functions.

In theory (based on the general situation depicted in subsection 7.2), it is economically

profitable to transport the product flows to the indicated transshipment locations for the area
between the corresponding lines. After discussion with the participants it is decided to
exclude the location Drachten, because the number of transported tons in the depicted area is
too low. In case of Hoogeveen vessels of only 500 ton can be used. Transport tariffs in case of
IN for this vessel class are between 1.5-2 times the transportation costs for vessel classes of
about 1000 ton. Due to this reason Hoogeveen is also excluded. So for Amsterdam and
Meppel the profit will be determined.

7 .3.3 Economic Performance
A data file is available with 12000 transport rides of 2007. This data file is used as input to
calculate the overall economic performance. First of all, for IN and the transshipment costs,
the real costs are determined and the road transport tariffs are updated to the tariffs of 2008.
For more details, see Appendix K,
Based on the real costs, per zip-code area it is determined whether the bulk flow should be
transported to the transshipment location or whether it should be transported directly from the
customer with road transport to Lommel. The handwriting lines in Figure 7-5 indicate the
areas in which transshipment becomes economically profitable compared to road transport
costs. The overall economic results are presented in Table 7-4. The saving in kooiaap
transportation costs will not be discussed in detail here. These are also minor compared to the
bulk flow savings.
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Figure 7-5: The catching area, based on real costs, per zip-code compared with indication of the
catching area. The handwritten lines present the border of the catching areas.

The area based on the real costs is larger than the area indicated within the theoretical
situation. This is mainly due to the aspect that not all containers have been full loaded in
2007. Logistic costs are based on costs per ride. In case of not full loaded containers, the costs
per ton become higher. This makes that transshipment becomes profitable earlier, because
transshipment and IN costs are based on costs per ton and not on costs per ride. Not full
loaded containers do not cause higher transport costs in that part of the supply chain.
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Table 7-4: Overall saving in case of transshipment from location Meppel and Amsterdam and
compared to overall logistic costs in case of direct transport of glass.

In total about 22 kton of the 75 kton is transported to the transshipment locations. With
transshipment about 3.8% transport costs could be saved per year compared to direct road
transport in the catching areas. On the overall logistic costs it saves about 1.6% per year. In
the situation that shipment sizes of I 000 ton are not possible due to restrictions in stock
location space, the overall profit becomes negative. In that case transport tariffs will be at
least 50% higher.

7 .3.4 Environmental performance
On the same way as executed in the environmental performance evaluation, energy use and
emissions of the transshipment and direct road transport situation are compared. For the
individual energy use per transport mode, see Appendix K. The overall environmental
performance is described in Table 7-5.
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Table 7-5: Overall environmental performance of the plate glass case.

The relative energy saving in the catching areas is about 22% and compared to the overall
flow about 9%. The environmental performance expressed in monetary values, according
internalization of external costs, is equal to€ -1,000.

7 .3.5 Social performance
In case of the social performance the number of avoided road kilometers and the number of
avoided transport movements are defined as indicators for the social performance. The
number of avoided transport movements is equal to zero, because in both situations the
container has to emptied and returned by a truck. The number of avoided road kilometers is
depicted in Table 7-6.
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Table 7-6: Overall social performance of the plate glass case.

From Table 7-6 it can be concluded that from a social perspective, transshipment and final
transport by IN is very effective. In the transshipment situation and final transport by IN about
450.000 road kilometers are avoided. This is equal to a saving of about 42% compared to the
situation in which all plate glass should be transported by road to Lommel. Expressed in a
monetary value, savings become about€ 16.000 per year.

7.3.6 Overall performance
The overall performance is depicted in Table 7-7.

Table 7-7: Overall performance of plate glass transport in case of transshipment.

The overall or public performance is equal to about € 40,000 per year. This is equal to a
saving of about 2.3% compared to road transport. The tender relates to a period of three years,
during three years about€ 120,000 could be saved by transshipment and final transport by IN
instead of direct road transport.
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Read instruction CH 8: The first part of the thesis contained an evaluation of modal shifts over de
period 2000-2007. The second part described the current general situation and the third part relates to
how the VGG has to deal with modal shifts until 2020. This chapter presents the strategy for the VGG
up to 2020 regarding modal shift. External developments are described and translated into a reference
situation. The presented strategy relates to this situation.

8 Design of modal shifts
8.1

Introduction

Several aspects can be mentioned which appear to be relevant in case of freight modal
choices/modal shifts for the period up to 2020. From the initial and external orientation, topics
which came up during the project and after discussion with the steering committee the
following external developments are mentioned as important for the period up to 2020:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Infra charge
Political view on infra charge
Congestion costs
IN Fleet developments
Infrastructure developments for transport modes other than road
Operational aspects of transporting with IN
Oil price influence on the different transport modes
Environmental performance of the different transport modes in 2020

These external developments are as far as possible quantified and combined to get an overall
view on the external developments. This overall view, presented in subsection 8.3, consists of
three scenarios: a negative and a positive scenario and an average based on the positive and
negative ones. Positive is defined as positive from the viewpoint of IN and rail transport. The
positive and negative scenarios are also included in the individual external developments.
Based on this overall view, it is determined when rail transport and IN become economically
interesting (break-even distances) for the different scenarios. These break-even distances are
used as reference to determine the overall strategy for the VGG. In this strategy, opportunities
are described which could influence the break-even distances of all transport modes and the
environmental effects of IN and rail transport.

8.2 External developments of the different transport modes
8.2.1 Infra charge
In this subsection the consequences of an infra charge for road transport and the other

transport modes will be discussed. An infra charge is a compensation for the use of
infrastructure like roads, rail and waterways.
Related to user compensation costs or an infra charge two principles could be considered
(Vermeulen et al., 2004):
I. Justice principle: each transport mode pays for the total social cost it generates. All
variable and fixed expenses are accounted to the different transport modes.
2. Efficiency variant: Social prosperity has to be maximized. Only use dependent
variable costs are charged.
In these two options it could be discussed whether only M&D expenses or also external costs
(noise, accidents, emissions, climate and congestion) should be considered. Up to 2020 it is
expected that only M&D expenses will be charged to the users, because the other costs could
still not be determined unambiguously (A VV, 2005). Probably a part of the infra charge costs
relates to external costs from 2016 (TLN, 2008).
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The EU declared all modes equal (co-modality). Road freight transport will be charged from
2011. So also the other modes have to pay in the near future, although ongoing political
discussions which might indicate on a different outcome. The Dutch Finance Department has
researched the social costs of the different transport modes (Van Essen et al., 2004,
Vermeulen et al., 2004 and van den Bossche et al., 2005). The results of these studies are
translated to the VGG situation and depicted in Table 8-1 , for calculations see Appendix L.
The depicted expenses are only the M&D expenses.

Table 8-1: Fixed and variable maintance and direction expenses in €/km in 2008.
For road transport only national M&D expenses are considered, because in case of an infra
charge these would be charged to long distance road transport. If the costs for the three
modalities are compared it can be concluded that road transport has relatively high variable
costs, while rail and IN have relatively high fixed costs. The costs per tkm, based on a single
trip transport distance, are depicted in Table 8-2. For calculations, see Appendix L.

Table 8-2: Fixed and variable maintance and direction costs in €ct/tkm in 2008.

The M&D expenses per tkm for IN and rail transport are higher than for road transport. In
particular rail transport has relatively high M&D expenses per tkm. Not only due to the high
M&D expenses per km, but also due to the fact that containers in case of rail transport are
returned empty. This makes the costs per tkm higher than in the situation where return freight
is involved. This is also relevant for IN by push convoys.
M&D expenses have to be compared with the fees which are already charged to the different
modalities to get an overall view. Already charged fees per km are depicted in Table 8-3.
Excise is in the efficiency variant treated as a use charge, because costs are dependent on
usage. For the determination of these values, see Appendix L.

Table 8-3: Already charged fees for the different transport modes €/km in 2007.

From these tables and after indexation it can be concluded that only road transport pays more
than the total M&D expenses, rail transport pays about 1/ 3 of the total M&D expenses and IN
pays nothing for use of infrastructure.
When the expenses in Table 8-1 are subtracted with the already charged fees in Table 8-3 and
compared with the current transportation costs a relative increase in transportation cost is
involved. This relative increase is presented in Figure 8-1. The increase in road transportation
costs is equal to zero. Road transport pays already more then the M&D expenses.
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Figure 8-1 : Relative price increase if all M&D expenses minus current fees are charged to the different
transport modes; negative scenario.

From Figure 8- I it can be concluded that in this scenario rail transport will be 20-50% more
expensive compared to the current situation. In case of IN, transport tariffs increase with 1040%. Push convoys are only used on short transport distances; transport tariffs increases are
therefore limited to about 20%.
Van den Bossche et al. (2005) have investigated how these price increases for IN and rail
transport would cause a change in modal split. The relative change in transported tonnage is
depicted in Table 8-4. The relative change is based on the situation in which no infra charge is
introduced.

Table 8-4: Relative change in transported tonnage per transport mode when only variable M&D
expenses or all M&D expenses are charged.

In the next subsection the political view on infra charges will be discussed and combined with
the outcomes in Table 8-4.

8.2.2 Political view on infra charges
For the political view the European view and legislation are most relevant. In the mid-term
review of the Transport White Paper of 2001 (EC, 2006) it is concluded that all transport
modes should be treated equal and that the transport modes must become efficient on their
own. This is called co-modality. In the mid-term review it is also stated that Europe has to
make more use of the capacity on waterways and that IN has to be stimulated. The action
program 'NAIADES' has to stimulate IN, fully exploit the market potential of IN and make
its use more attractive. About€ 4 billion will be invested into IN related infrastructure in the
period 2006-20 I 3. Although this action program, transport commissioner Barrot indicates that
also IN can not avoid infra charges. This is also already indicated by a white paper of the
European Commission (EC) in 1998 (EC, 1998). An infra charge for rail transport has already
been proposed and regulated by the EU in 2001 (EC, 2001b) and is still in progress. For road
transport some countries, as already discussed, have an infra charge.
In line with these developments, the scenario that only variable M&D expenses will be
charged is more reasonable than the situation in which all M&D expenses are charged. The
latter situation will cause a relative decrease in total transported tonnage in case of IN and a
further increase of road freight transport, see Table 8-4. The former situation, charging only
variables M&D expenses, cause an increase in the number of transported tons by IN and a
slight decrease in the number of tons transported by road transport. This situation is in line
with the developments as indicated by the EC.
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The situation in which only variable M&D expenses are charged is taken into account in the
positive scenario, while the situation in which all M&D expenses are charged to the different
transport modes is considered as the negative scenario. In the positive scenario also the
situation is taken into account that only the Motor Vehicle Tax (MVT) and Eurovignet costs
are treated as already charged fees in case of road transport. This scenario is also seen as one
of the possibilities. Although the fact that the Dutch government promised that an infra charge
will be cost neutral in case of road freight transport.
The negative scenario is already indicated in Figure 8-1, the positive scenario is depicted in
Figure 8-2.
Relative increase in transportation cost for IN, road and rail transport
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Figure 8-2: Relative price increase if variable M&D expenses are charged to the different transport
modes; positive scenario.

In this situation rail transport costs increase with 6-7% on longer transport distances. In case
of rail transport within the Netherlands this will be about 3-5%. The additional transportation
costs for IN are limited to 5% in case of only charging the variable M&D expenses. When
only MVT and Eurovignet costs are treated as already charged fees road transport costs will
increase with 2-4%. Summarizing, when only variable M&D expenses are charged the
transport costs of all transport modes will increase with about the same percentage (3-5% ).

8.2.3 Congestion costs
Van Schijndel and Dinwoodie (2000) indicate that 10% of the operating time is spend in
congestion conditions and that 7% of transport costs relate to congestion in 2000. TNO (2005)
estimated congestion costs equal to 6% of the operational costs of freight transporters.

In case of congestion two aspects are relevant for the VGG:
1. Direct loss of time
2. Avoidance behavior
Direct loss of time costs relate to transport time spend in congestion. Avoidance behavior
costs relate to making a detour, canceling a transport etc.
Until 2020 freight transport is expected to increase with 60-80% compared to 2000 in the
Netherlands (AVV, 2004). Transport by road will increase with 80-100% (AVV, 2004)
compared to 2000 or 35-50% compared to 2010 in 2020 in the Netherlands. The increase in
road freight transport does not cause an equal rise in road kilometers. Until 2020 this is
expected to increase with 50% compared to 2000 in the Netherlands. The increase in freight
tonnage is partly reduced by higher loading rates, less empty kilometers and truck
innovations.
Direct loss of time costs due to congestion, although improvements in additional road
capacity, is expected to double almost compared to the current situation in 2020. Also
relatively less loss hours could be avoided compared to the current situation, because
congestion increases also outside the peak-hours. So for road freight transport, congestion
costs increase relatively more than the actual congestion. Appendix M presents the results of
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some congestion costs studies. Congestion costs, presented in Table 8-5, are based on this
overview. To calculate the congestion costs per km total congestion costs per year are divided
by the number of road freight km per year. The percentage congestion costs in relation to the
total operational costs have been calculated by taken the average number of km per hour into
account of a truck of Hoogers transport. The values in the positive and negative scenario are
based on respectively the highest and lowest congestion costs values of the reviewed
congestion costs studies.

Table 8-5: Total congestion costs related to road freight transport and costs per km.

The depicted 8.2-l l.2% operational congestion costs in 2000 are higher than the 6-7%
operational congestion costs indicated above. In the 8.2-11.2% also the avoidance behavior
costs are included. These were not included in the studies of Van Schijndel and Dinwoodie
(2000) and TNO (2005). Compared to 2008, congestion costs will be almost doubled in 2020.
For Belgium it is assumed that the congestion costs behave more or less similar with respect
to the Netherlands.
The infra charge will influence these congestion costs. It is assumed that less congestion cost
for road freight transport are compensated by additional infra charge fees like a peak hour fee
on top of the regular infra charge. In the Netherlands this will be probably introduced in 2016
(TLN, 2008).

8.2.4 Fleet developments of IN
The VGG uses specific vessel classes. From the market and from internal use, messages arise
that there seems to be a problem with particularly the smaller vessel classes (freight capacity
of <1000 ton) in the future. Whether this indicated message is true or not will be analyzed in
this subsection. If this is true, the expected transport costs increase will be quantified.

8.2.4.1

Vessel classes used by the VGG

The different vessel classes used by the VGG are depicted in Table 8-6. For an overview per
product type, see Appendix N.

Table 8-6: Number of transports by IN, divided to the different vessel classes in the period 2000-2007
for the VGG.

From Table 8-6 it can be concluded that the vessel classes with a freight capacity up to 1000
ton are most widely used at the VGG. For the vessel classes with a freight capacity of 400650 and 650- l 000 ton the IN fleet developments will be described. These classes will be
called the small vessel class.

8.2.4.2 Fleet developments
The number of small vessels decreases the last years (A VV, 2004). Figure 8-3 depicts the
number of vessels in the small vessel class.
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Figure 8-3: Number of active vessels per tonnage class in the Netherlands.

From Figure 8-3 it can be concluded that the number of vessels in the small vessel class
decreased with about 30-40% over the last years. New vessels are mainly built in the classes
with a freight capacity of 1500 ton and more.
The sum of the Dutch, Belgian and German IN fleet related to freight capacity is depicted in
Table 8-3. This sum accounts for 85% of the total West-European IN fleet and 60% of these
numbers relate to the Dutch IN fleet. For an overview per country, see Appendix N.
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Figure 8-4: Sum of the Dutch, Belgian and German IN fleet related to freight capacity in 2005 (EC,
2006).

About 35% of the total IN fleet depicted in Figure 8-4 relates to the small vessel class. It
depends on the demand whether this number of vessels is to low or not. From the overview
presented in Appendix N, it can be concluded that there is relative higher upward pressure on
freight prices for small vessel classes, which might indicate on a shortage in capacity in these
classes. This shortage is mainly due to two major aspects:
1. Image problem
2. New small vessels can not compete with old already depreciated vessels.
Smaller vessels have an image problem. New bargemen want to sail on vessels larger than
1500 ton and not on small vessels (Binnenvaart, 2008). A lot of initiatives have been taken to
improve the image of sailing on small vessels. For example in the action plan NAIADES (EC,
2006). This takes time and there are always bargemen who prefer small vessels over larger
vessels. The real incentive for bargemen to invest in smaller vessels is when this becomes
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economically more attractive than investing in large (> 1500 ton) vessels. This is a more
quantitative reason why bargemen do not want invest in small vessels. They can not compete
with old already depreciated vessels. NEA (NEA, 2008a) estimated that the total operational
costs for a new vessel are up to 50% higher than the total operational costs of an old vessel.
Old is defined as a vessel with a construction year before 1970. About 95 % of the small
vessels indicated in Figure 8-4 have been constructed before 1970 (EC, 2006). Large new
vessels do not have these problems of relative higher costs, because high deprecation and
insurance costs are compensated with fuel costs savings on long transport distances. With
small vessels the relative fuel costs savings are insufficient to compensate the higher
depreciation and insurance costs. To solve the problem of relative high costs of small vessels
there are three options:
1. Demand increases such that new vessels become economically interesting to exploit
without additional measures
2. New small vessels in addition to the current fleet with measures like subsidies.
3. New concepts and improved exploitation of small vessels
These three options will be discussed intertwined. The transport market for small vessels
increases, which is already concluded in the capacity analysis, see Appendix N. Demand has
to increase or supply has to decrease to cause an increase in transport tariffs. Regarding the
first option, transport tariffs have to increase such that it is economically feasible to exploit
new vessels. In the meantime a part of the freight flow is shifted back to road transport,
because IN is economically not interesting. From the government it is clear that they do not
want to wait until that time. They stimulate innovation towards IN on small waterways
(VenW, 2007) with subsidies. One of the goals of these innovation programs is to avoid a
shortage in the small vessel classes. Although stimulation of the small vessel classes, a major
part of the old vessels have to be replaced within 20-30 years. This will give an upward
pressure on transport price at the long term. This upward pressure and its consequences will
be determined by comparing the overall yearly costs of a new vessel with an old comparable
vessel. For more information see Appendix N. A Kempenaar (400-650 T) is compared with a
Neo Kempenaar (650-900 T) and a Dortmunder (850-1050 T) with an extended Dortmunder
( l 050-1250 T). Vessels in the class 400-650 ton are not build anymore; also in the small
vessel class freight capacity increases. Enlarged bridges and locks in the same waterways
which can handle specific vessel classes are also able to handle the extended versions of the
same classes. The exploitation costs comparison compares the total yearly costs divided by
the volume a vessel is able to transport per year. The results of the exploitation costs
comparison are depicted in Figure 8-5.
Relative increase In exploitation costs for new vessels compared
to old already depreciated vessels
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Figure 8-5: Relative exploitation cost increase when new vessels are compared with old already
depreciated vessels.
In particular on short distance trips, when a new vessel has less advantages of lower fuel
consumption and its additional freight capacity, exploitation costs increase with 50-70%
compared to old vessels. On longer distances exploitation costs increase about 35%. NEA
(2008a) estimated that the additional exploitation costs are about 50% and when new vessels
are operating 24 hours per day (continuous service) instead of daytime service additional
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exploitation costs are about 15%. However, in the small vessel class continuous service is
most of the time not possible, because bridges and locks are not operating 24 hours a day.
Therefore continuous service is not taken into account.
The exploitation costs increase of at least 35% for new vessels could explain why the IN fleet
for small vessels consists for 95% of vessels constructed before 1970. New vessels can never
compete with old vessels. New small vessels are mainly built for specific projects like
Distrivaart (freight transport with pellets).
When the same margin as in the current situation is assumed for vessel owners, transport
tariffs have to increase with 35% to make small vessels exploitable on long sailing trips. It is
reasonable to assume that new vessels will be used on longer sailing trips and that therefore
an increase of 35% will be sufficient. Higher transport tariffs make that bargemen with an old
vessel have a high margin for the corning years. This information makes that current
bargemen have a good perspective for the near future. Based on this perspective it is assumed
that supply of small vessels will more or less not decrease up to 2020. As already foreseen by
some bargemen, which buy an old Kempenaar instead of a new large vessel.
It is reasonable to assume that demand for small vessels will be increasing up to 2020. Several
initiatives and subsidies stimulate transport by IN and especially for shifting freight to IN.
This shift mainly refers to smaller freight volumes, because substantial freight volumes are
shifted already.
Summarized, due to increasing demand and supply, transport tariffs for smaller vessel classes
will be increasing in the future. The upper limit is an increase of 35% up to 2020 compared to
2007, because 35% increase in transport tariffs is sufficient to make new vessels exploitable
on long distance trips. An increase of 35% is indicated as the negative scenario. In the
positive scenario it is assumed that this is limited to 10% in 2020 compared to 2007. 10% is
based on the situation that new vessels are better exploited compared to the current situation
(Mercurius Scheepvaart Group). However, there are also developments which might indicate
that costs tariffs do not increase due to new market initiatives. Multimodal Coordination en
Advisory Center Brabant (MCA) and Dutch Logistic Development develop new concepts
with push barges with the target of equal or lower operational costs compared to the current
situation.

8.2.5 Infrastructure developments of the different transport modes
In this subsection infrastructural developments of the different transport modes are described.
Rail and waterway and even road networks will not change significantly up to 2020.
Therefore these networks will not be described. In this subsection developments which refer
to these networks are described. These are based on the Nota Mobiliteit part 4 (NM4) (VenW,
2006). NM4 describes the mobility developments in the period 2010-2020. In NM4 Supply
Chain Management (SCM) is the central theme. This means that the total chain of activities is
considered. One of the side conditions to realize value added SCM is that an infrastructure
network is required.

Central items in the NM4 related to infrastructure are:
1. Quality networks freight transport and urban distribution
2. Use of all transport modes
The project 'Quality Network Freight Transport' focuses on sustainable freight transport and
a stimulation of the regional economy. Public and private organizations will develop
initiatives to exploit opportunities. The most important item related to the use of all transport
modes is that industrial zones have to be opened up by rail and waterways. Others points are
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that innovation will be stimulated to decrease the transshipments costs of transport modes
other than road and that overdue maintance of waterways will be get rid of in 2020.
Related to opening up industrial zones by rail and waterways, initiative is expected from local
authorities and third parties like the VGG. For example, third parties have to indicate that
unused waterways have to be opened up if they are interested in transportation by IN.
Concrete initiatives are opening up industrial zones in Venlo and Coevorden. Related to
opening up the industrial zone in Coevorden also vessels of 800 ton could be handled in the
near future.
In Belgium there is less interest in opening up industrial zones. Belgium focuses more on

opening up individual companies by giving subsidies (PPS-regulation). Also Belgium has
several subsidy programs to stimulate innovation and IN in general. On a European scale the
main corridors between countries are stimulated and are of minor interest for the VGG.
Concluding, related to infrastructure opening up industrial zones gives opportunities for the
VGG. In case of Belgium the focus is more on opening up individual companies. These
developments have to be matched with the transshipment locations overview; which indicates
some gaps in the transshipment locations dispersion. The transshipment locations overview is
presented in subsection 8.4.1 .2. From these developments it can also be concluded that
probably more senders and receivers of the VGG are situated on a location with IN or rail
unloading possibilities in the near future. This will cause less loading or unloading costs and
more situations whereby rail transport or IN become interesting. A decrease in
loading/unloading costs is not taken into account for the situation up to 2020, because in the
current situation most senders and receivers are already located on less than 500 meter from
an IN or rail loading/unloading possibility. Moreover, industrial zone developments take in
most cases a decade or more.

8.2.6 Practical operational aspects of vessels
From practical experience with vessels in the past there seem to be a few operational
limitations for the future. The first limitation relates to transporting glass and other high
density products in vessels with a wood floor. The second limitation relates to tightening
legislation in case of cleaning vessels. These two operational aspects will be discussed below.

8.2.6.1 Wood floors in smaller vessels
Vessels have a hardwood floor in case of a wood floor. High density products can not be
thrown into the hold of a vessel, but this is also true in case of a steel (hardox) floor. A wood
floor only requires additional cleaning activities in some cases, see subsection 8.2.6.2.
Summarized, there is no operational limitation at transporting products in vessel with a wood
floor.
8.2.6.2 Cleaning legislation
In 2000 the Productschap voor Diervoeder (PVD) decided that the quality and safety of
(cattle) feed had to be guaranteed. In 2000 the Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) standard
was introduced. GMP is a statutory regulation and some additional measures are introduced
by the branch organization (GMP+). Most important items for the VGG are:
1. The last three transported product types determine the product type which can be
loaded the next transport
2. Only in case when the next transport is feed additional measures have to be taken
3. In that situation, after transport of for the VGG relevant products: rubble, sand, wood
and glass (only in case of a wood floor in the vessel) an authorized inspector has to
release the vessel for transport of feed
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Cleaning (only with water) can be executed by the bargemen himself. Inspection costs are€
350-400 per inspection (Bureau Binnenvaart). When the inspection costs are compared with
average IN transport prices in 2007, it can be concluded that inspection costs are on average
about 5% of the total transport costs. As indicated, not after each transport additional
inspection is required.
Concluding, cleaning was already common practice only in some cases additional inspection
costs are involved. It is not the case that vessels are restrained in transporting some product
types in the future.

8.2. 7 Oil price influences
Crude oil prices almost doubled the last 12 months. This has not the same consequences for
the different transport modes. This will be described in this subsection.
Fuel cost will be compared with the total exploitation costs of the different transport modes to
determine the fuel costs as percentage of total exploitation costs. This will be described for
different oil prices. Oil prices are calculated in €/barrel (159 liter) instead of $/barrel to make
oil price developments more comparable. A single transport distance of 250 km is taken as
reference. The relative fuel costs compared to total exploitation costs are depicted in Figure
8-6.
Fuel cost as percentage of total exploitation costs
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Figure 8-6: Fuel costs as percentage of overall exploitation costs for a transport distance of 250 km.

From Figure 8-6 it can be concluded that IN by old vessels (95% of overall small vessels) is
more sensitive to oil prices changes than rail and road transport. This effect is mainly due to
the fact that no excise is paid for the gas oil in case of IN. Road and rail (also rail much less
than road transport) transporters pay excise on their fuel. Crude oil price increases have
therefore relatively the lowest effect on road transport.
Rail and road transport have relatively comparable fuel costs. So only oil price changes
related to the relative additional costs for IN compared to road and rail transport have to be
considered. The oil price in 2007 is taken as reference, because the transport costs in the
general situation are related to 2007 . In the most positive scenario the oil price remains equal
to the price in 2007. In that case no additional costs are involved compared to the current
situation. There are also indications that the oil prices increase up to $ 300-380 in 2020
(Peakoil); with the current exchange rate about € 200-250 per barrel. Peakoil also indicates
that the oil production is over its top. So it is more reasonable that the oil price will further
increase and not decrease. In the negative external situation the additional costs per km for
transport distances of 100 and 350 km are depicted in Figure 8-7.
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Figure 8-7: Relative additional costs for IN compared to road and rail transport.

In the situation that oil prices increase up to€ 200-250 per barrel, IN transport tariffs increase

with an additional 15-25% compared to rail and road transport tariffs to compensate higher
fuel costs.

8.2.8 Environmental effects of the different modes in 2020
To describe the environmental effects of the different transport modes the same methodology
will be used as in the environmental performance evaluation. The methodology is described in
Appendix E.

8.2.8.1

Energy use/C02
Savings in energy use for the different transport modes compared to 2005 are given in Table
8-7. A comparison is depicted in Figure 8-8. For an overview of the individual results and
numbers, see Appendix 0 .
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Table 8-7: Energy use savings for the transport modes compared to 2005.
Energy use compared with road transport
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Figure 8-8: Energy of IN and rail transport compared with road transport for the year 2020.

Only in case of very small push convoys (<200T) IN and road transport perform comparable,
in all other cases IN and rail transport outperform road transport. This gap becomes relatively
larger compared to 2005, which could also be concluded from Table 8-7. C02 is directly
related to energy use. Therefore, also in case of C02 emissions IN and rail transport
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outperform road transport. IN and rail transport use in case of the VGG situation about 3540% less energy and therefore also emit 35-40% less C02 per tkm.

8.2.8.2 Polluting emissions
Several emission norms have been introduced the last years. For rail transport these norms are
introduced by Phase Illa and IIIb, based on the American TIER norms, and in case IN the
CCR norms. In case of road transport the well known EURO norm exists. Emission norms
relate to NO, and PM 10 emissions. Figure 8-9 and Figure 8-10 compare the emission norms of
road transport with the emission norms of IN and rail transport. The real emissions of IN and
rail transport are 35-40% lower compared to the road transport emission norms due to lower
energy use per tkm.
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Figure 8-9: NO, emissions norms of rail transport and IN compared with road transport.
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Figure 8-10: PM 10 emission norms of Rail transport and IN compared with road transport.

From the above figures
emission norm than rail
years for new vehicles.
less equal in 2016. Rail
road transport when no

it can be concluded that road transport has in all cases a much lower
transport and IN. IN and rail transport emission norms arrear about IO
NO, emission norms for IN and road transport will become more or
transport has a NO, emission limit up to ten times higher than IN and
additional NO, emission norm for rail transport is introduced before
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2016. In case of PM 10, emission norms for all modes become more or less equal in 2016.
After 2016 further improvements make less sense for all transport modes.
The lifetime of engines for rail transport and IN are long compared to road transport; even up
to 50 years. In case of road transport a major part of the fleet will be replaced by trucks with a
Euro 5 or Euro 6 engine before 2020. Lifetime of engines is taken into account by den Boer et
al. (2008) to determine the average fleet emissions in 2020. For details see Appendix 0. NOx
and PM 10 emissions of road, rail and IN fleet averages in 2020 are depicted in Figure 8-11 and
Figure 8-12.
NOx emissions of rail transport and IN compared with road transport emissions
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Figure 8-11: NOx emissions of rail transport and IN compared with emissions of road transport in 2020.
PM 10 emissions of rail transport and IN compared with road transport emissions
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Figure 8-12: PM 10 emissions of rail transport and IN compared with emissions of road transport in
2020.

It can be concluded that in case of NOx IN and rail transport will have about 100% higher
emissions than road transport per tkm in 2020. In 2005 road transport had higher NOx
emission. Emissions relate to the used technology and energy use. Lower energy use of IN
and rail transport can not compensate the higher NOx emission per MJ for these transport
modes. Also PM 10 emissions are higher for IN and rail transport compared to road transport.
The relative gap between road transport and the transport modes other than road transport will
become larger compared to 2005 in 2020. PM 10 missions will be up to 900% higher. In case
of S02 , rail transport use low sulphur diesel (EN590) since 2007 and IN will use it from 2010.
Emissions related to sulphur will be therefore negligible in 2020 and therefore not taken into
account anymore. S02 emissions will also be more or less the same for all transport modes
when each mode uses low sulphur fuel, see Appendix 0.
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Summarizing, transport with transport modes other than
effect on energy use and C02 emissions and therefore
effects and a negative effect on local air quality in 2020.
emission differences for IN and rail transport compared
2020.

~

road transport will have a positive
on lowering global environmental
Related to the current situation, the
to road transport become larger in

The overall effect of changes in the amount of emissions, expressed in monetary values, is
presented in Table 8-8. For C0 2 the value is expected to rise to € 40 per ton in 2020, because
the C02 targets for 2020 set by the EC and various member states are much harder to reach.

Table 8-8: Environmental performance expressed in monetary values compared to road transport costs
in 2020.

While in 2005 rail transport and IN perform environmentally better compared to road
transport in 2020 road transport will outperform rail transport and IN when the environmental
performance is expressed in monetary values. IN by vessels will perform 33-36% worse
compared to road transport, rail transport 25% worse and in case of IN by push convoys the
relative performance depends on the shipment size. The relative worse performance depends
largely on the 100% additional NOx emissions. NOx emissions account for 55-65 % of the
total environmental costs.

8.3 Reference scenario based on the external developments
The individual results of the infra charge, congestion, IN fleet developments and oil price
influences are combined to determine the overall effect on the different transport modes. In
this situation the negative and positive scenario are taken into account and a scenario which
includes the average of both; the average scenario. This is not equal to the expected scenario.
Although it is reasonable to assume that the sum of all the effects will become about the
average, because extremes both to the negative and positive side cancel each other out.
The period until 2020 is divided into three periods. The first period is the period until 2012.
From 2012 at least road freight transport will be charged for infra use. It is assumed that also
IN will be charged for infra use around 2012 and that rail infra charges further increase in
2012 as depicted in the scenarios. The period 2012-2020 is divided into two periods: 20122016 and 2017-2020, because otherwise the period becomes too Jong to integrate the linear
developing external developments. Within these periods a distinction is made between long
distance transport (about 350 km) and short distance transport (about 100 km).
Congestion, IN fleet developments costs and oil price effects are assumed linear increasing or
decreasing from 2008-2020. This is reasonable to assume, because these effects develop
gradually over time. The sum of the individual developments for the three periods and the
three scenarios is depicted in Figure 8-13 and Figure 8-14.
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Relative transport costs change compared to road transport (100 km)
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Figure 8-13 : Relative transport costs changes for IN and rail transport compared to road transport for a
transport distance of I 00 km.
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Figure 8-14: Relative transport costs changes for IN and rail transport compared to road transport for a
transport distance of 350 km.

From Figure 8-13 and Figure 8-14 it can be concluded that in the positive scenario a slight
decrease of transportation costs of IN and rail transport can be expected compared to road
transport up to 2020. In the negative scenarios price increases of 50-70% could be expected
for IN and for rail transport these are limited to 40% on long distance transport.
In case of IN and rail transport, transport costs determine only a part of the total logistic costs.
Therefore transport costs changes for these modes have relative Jess influence than an equal
change in transport costs in case of road transport.

On the short term (2009-2011 ) and in the positive scenarios both IN and rail transport costs
and therefore break-even distances become about the same as presented in Table 7-1, Table
7-2 and Table 7-3. On the medium and long term average and negative scenario the breakeven distances change for IN and rail transport. The break-even distance increases in
percentages compared to the current situation (Table 7-2) are depicted in Table 8-9.
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Table 8-9: Percentage change in break-even distances in case of direct transport from location related
to the different scenarios.

Rail transport break-even distances change much less than JN break-even distances. The
ranges in the depicted percentages are due to loading and unloading differences. In general it
could be stated that the lowest value of the range refers to situations whereby loading takes
place directly on the location. The highest value in the range refers to the situation whereby
loading and unloading takes place on 2-3 km distance from the location. From these
percentages it can be concluded that break-even distances increase in all cases, except for
high density products transported by IN and directly loaded on the location.

8.4 Opportunities to influence the different transport modes costs
In this subsection the most important opportunities are described which could be initiated by
the VGG to reduce the costs of the different transport modes and how the VGG can react on
the developments introduced in the last subsection. Subsection 8.5 describes the general
strategy, which is based on the internal opportunities described in this subsection.
The total supply chain is considered regarding the opportunities which can be initiated by the
VGG. Firstly, loading/unloading aspects will be discussed and thereafter the actual transport.

8.4.1 Loading/ unloading possibilities
Subsection 8.4. l .1 deals with the actual loading process. Subsection 8.4.1.2 describes the
loading/unloading possibilities for IN and rail transport with respect to the transshipment
locations of the VGG. These possibilities are translated into cost reductions related to the
external scenarios.

8.4.1.1

Actual loading

Bulk
Bulk flows are flows which are loaded in bulk in vessels or in trucks. Except in case of
transport from Dintelmond, bulk transport takes place incidentally (once in the week) when
JN is used as transport mode. Loading vessels with bulk flows is performed with a shovel and
a mobile crane. When the wharf is situated on more than 100 meter also a truck is involved. In
that case a loading bridge seems interesting to reduce overall loading costs. These loading
bridges are comparable with a small landing place or a wharf in terms of costs. Costs are
around € 200,000-300,000 per loading bridge. At least 45.000 ton per year should be
transported to make this economically interesting. Looking to the average transported volume
per year the last years it can be concluded that this is not interesting. Also, non-liquid high
density products could not be loaded on this way, because floors of vessels are not
constructed to dump heavy products into the hold.

In case of road transport vehicles are loaded with a shovel. There is no better loading
possibility than this in case of bulk flows situated on different places on a location.
Unloading bulk flows is only relevant for Dintelmond and Lommel. Unloading can be
improved on these locations and has to be combined with the bunker facilities. These specific
cases will not be discussed in this report.
Containers
In case of loading containers, there are two types of loading processes. Containers loaded with
a shovel and mobile crane (open top containers) and containers which are loaded with a
shovel and a press (press-containers). The second option has high fixed investments and has
to be integrated in the building and other infrastructure on the location. Also the type of
container needed influences this choice. Transportation with containers takes place on fixed
lines with large volumes. Fixed investments are therefore earlier economically feasible on
these lines. Press costs are limited to€ 1 per ton and if about 10-15% additional weight could
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be loaded into the container, presses become cost-effective. Compared to loading with a
shovel and mobile crane at least 30% additional weight per volume unit is loaded. From these
numbers it can be concluded that loading with a press has the preference above loading
containers with a shovel and crane.
As already discussed, loading containers on the push barge is expensive compared to other
costs in total logistic chain. Yearly costs of the portal cranes are between € 500,000-750,000.
Options to reduce these costs are:
1. Reachstacker (€ 120,000 per year)
2. Crane on the push barge (€ 105,000 per year)
A crane on a vessel is already used on a vessel with a freight capacity of 144 Twenty-foot
Equivalent Units (TEU). Loading/unloading speed is about 18 movements per hour
(Mercuri us Scheepvaart Group). Loading one container and unloading a container is
considered as 1.5 movements. So the actual loading time op a push barge with 108 containers
takes about 9 hours. This is about 4 hours more than the current loading time. Yearly
additional loading time and therefore costs are about € 140,000 and are much less than the
saving which could be realized. So total cost are about €245,000 per year for a crane on a
push barge. For an overview of these costs see Appendix P. Yearly costs are about €300,000350,000 lower compared to the current situation. With about a transported tonnage of 200,000
ton per year on these fixed lines, loading costs can be reduced with€ 1.5-1.75 per ton. These
costs are only taken into account in the medium and long term scenario, because on the short
term the loading costs will not change.

8.4.1.2 Location overview of the VGG transshipment locations
Discussed and shown in chapter 7, modal shifts are also interesting when pre- or after
transport is involved. In case of loading on an own wharf, fixed costs for the wharf are
involved. Subsection 6.2.3 describes the choice between an own wharf (when possible) and
renting a wharf on a different location. Renting a wharf leads to lower overall costs when only
a limited freight volume per year is transported by IN or rail transport. Therefore, for all the
VGG transshipment locations it is determined whether they have a possibility to load vessels
or trains within a circle of about 5 km around the location. For these wharfs or rail loading
locations it is not investigated whether these wharfs could also be really used by the VGG.
This depends on legislation and willingness of third parties to cooperate. For an overview of
the individual locations see Appendix J. The loading and therefore transportation possibilities
of IN and rail transport related to the VGG locations are presented in Figure 8-15 and
summarized in Table 8-10.
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IN (own wharf,
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Table 8-10: Summary of loading possibilities of IN and rail transport at the transshipment locations of
the VGG.
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Figure 8-15: Loading possibilities ofIN and rail transport at the transshipment locations of the VGG.

From Figure 8-15 it can be concluded that in the Netherlands between the lines
Amsterdam/Oss and Hoogeveen/Drachten no transshipment locations are situated with IN or
rail loading possibilities. For the Northern Netherlands, Drachten is a central location with a
wharf in the neighbourhood. In the Southern and Western Netherlands the possibilities for IN
and rail transport are more equally dispersed. In Belgium below the line Liege/Ghent no
transshipment location is situated with IN or rail loading possibilities in the close surrounding.
In case of rail transport possibilities only two locations have only rail possibilities the other
locations have also an own wharf or a IN loading possibility in the close surrounding. Rail is
only useful when the product flow is steady and large enough such that at least once in the
two days transport can take place to make it cost-effective compared to road transport.
If product flows are transported with transport modes other than road, IN has the preference in

terms of the situated locations in the Netherlands and Belgium.

8.4.2 Transportation
8.4.2.1 Road transport
From the external developments it can be concluded that congestion costs increase up to 2030% of the total road transportation costs in 2020. Therefore, the first possibility relates to
avoiding congestion and as a consequence congestion costs. Another development which
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might be interesting in terms of large bulk transport is the LZV (Langere en Zwaardere
Vrachtautocombinatie). Both will be discussed below. Related to fuel it is not discussed how
other fuels or power techniques could reduce fuel and operating costs. This could have a
significant influence on the costs when oil prices increase above $ 150 per barrel, but this
topic is outside the scope of the project.
A void congestion

Congestion costs are about 15% of total road transportation costs in the current situation. In
some parts of the countries these are even higher. In particular for these areas it is important
to avoid congestion. Up to 2020 also congestion will occur during non-peak hours. So driving
during the day outside the peak-hours is insufficient. Already introduced on a small scale at
the VGG is transport during evening and night hours.
Driving by night makes it harder to get return freight, because only a limited number of
senders and receivers are opened during the night. Also employee costs are higher during the
night hours. It is assumed that these both factors will increase transport costs with 10% and
will be subtracted from the potential saving.

In addition, also social cost can be avoided by driving during the night. As described in
subsection 5.2 social costs are around €ct 25 per km in peak-hours and 2/9 of total operating
time is spend in peak-hours. So on average about €ct 5.5 per km, 4% compared to overall
operational costs, social costs could be avoided by driving during the night.
LZV

The LZV (Langere en Zwaardere Vrachtautocombinatie) has been introduced in 2000. The
maximum allowed gross weight of these combinations is 60 instead of 50 ton. This results in
a net additional freight capacity of about 4 ton. Also 7 .5% additional operational costs and
half an hour additional loading time are involved (Hoogers transport). Net 4 ton additional
freight capacity is equal 13% additional freight capacity compared to the current situation.
This is relevant when weight limits the amount of freight. At maximum 50% additional
volume can be transported. This is relevant for low density products like low quality wood.
Based on this additional volume Figure 8-16 presents the distances whereby a LZV causes
lower costs than a normal truck.
Break-even distance when use of a LZV Is cost-effective
compared to a normal truck
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Figure 8-16: Break-even distance in case of a LZV compared to a 'normal' truck related to additional
volume.

For products with a density higher than 300kg/m3 weight limits the amount of freight. In that
case 13% additional freight can be transported and from distances longer than 350 km the
LZV becomes interesting from an economical viewpoint. Transporting goods 350 km means
in almost all cases transporting goods to Germany or Belgium or even further. However, in
Germany LZVs are not allowed and Belgium still has to decide whether LZVs are allowed or
not.
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For products with a density lower than 300kg/m 3 like wood and white and brown goods, the
LZV becomes interesting on much smaller transport distances. For example when 25%
additional freight can be transported the LZV becomes interesting on transport distances
longer than 50 km. Products with a density lower than 300 kg/m3 are for example.

8.4.3 Rail transport
In case of rail transport only the infra charge developments cause higher costs compared to
the current situation. The infra charge is not under the control of the VGG. The main

opportunity for the future is to organize return freight in case of rail transport. Nowadays, the
train returns empty. The effect of return freight on rail transport costs will be discussed below.

8.4.3.1 Return freight for rail transport
In the best situation return freight could reduce overall transportation costs with almost 50%
when the origin and destination are situated next to the railway connections. However this is
almost never the situation. When the returned goods are transported by rail instead of road
transport two additional short-distance transports are required and one direct transport can be
avoided. These two additional short-distance transports have to be compared with the avoided
transport to determine to overall saving. It is assumed that the origin and destination are
situated within 5 km from the railway connection and that each short-distance transport takes
about 45 minutes per container when transport is limited to 5 km. Additional costs of€ 1 per
ton or€ 12 per container are included to make return freight possible. This can be cleaning
costs of the container, an additional bag in the container etc. This practical aspect, loading
return freight in containers which were loaded with combustible waste, is probably the most
serious limiting making return freight possible. Figure 8-17 depicts the savings related to the
rail transport distance.
Overall saving In case of return freight
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Figure 8-17: Overall saving in case of return freight related to the transport distance.

About 40% of the overall transport costs could be saved on longer distance routes. In case of
the route Eindhoven - Amsterdam ( 130 km) about 15% of the overall costs can be saved by
full return freights. Another way to look to the savings in case of return freight is that the
avoided direct road transport costs subtracted with the costs for the two short-distance
transports are completely allocated to the rail transport cost. In that case savings could be
more than 100% on long distance transport. This is not correct, because also other transport
modes than road transport should be considered. Even rail transport becomes cost-effective
for only the return freight flow. However, for these return flows, which are always transported
by road transport, it could be stated that the savings could be completely allocated to rail
transportation costs . These relative savings related to the transport distance are depicted in
Figure 8-18.
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Figure 8-18: Overall saving of rail transport costs when cost changes are completely allocated to the
rail transport costs.

For example transport costs from Eindhoven - Amsterdam are €8.60 piton. With a full load
return freight about € 2.50 per ton could be saved on transport costs of the return freight. This
is equal to about 30% compared to the rail transport costs. So rail transport costs become
about 70% compared to the current situation.
Each day a full load return freight with an origin and destination situated within a circle of 5
km is hard to realize. If origin and destination are situated on more than 15 km no saving
could be realized on transport distances less than 150 km. Also a lot of operational limitations
are involved in getting return freight in containers which have transported combustible waste.
Also cooperation of third parties is needed to make return freight possible. In the external
scenarios, it is taken into account that on average half of the capacity will be used for return
freight and that cost changes are completely allocated to the rail transport costs. This means
on longer transport distances that rail transport costs become about 50% of the costs
compared to the current situation.

8.4.4 IN
Three important cost increases for the long term are mentioned in the external analysis when
IN is considered. Firstly, the infra charge; this is out-of-control of the VGG and can therefore
not be influenced. Secondly, negative developments related to the small vessel class. Thirdly,
relatively major influence of oil price changes. Regarding the last two developments,
opportunities are described how the VGG can react on these developments. These are
sometimes even intertwined and can be combined with environmental related opportunities
which are described in subsection 8.6. In case of the negative developments of small vessel
classes two options seems reasonable to limit the effects: Long term contracts on costs basis
or an own fleet and an increase of the shipment size. Related to the first option the negative
consequences of oil prices could also be limited by using new vessels or at least old vessels
with new engines. This will not be discussed in detail. In that case oil price changes have
more or less the same influence on exploitation cost as in case of road and rail transport.

8.4.4.1 Long term contract or own fleet
Transport tariffs will increase up to 35% in the negative scenario due to demand and supply
imbalances, as indicated in Figure 8-5 until 2020. While exploitation costs stay more or less
equal when only supply and demand are considered. Other factors are included in other
aspects which will be discussed below and therefore not relevant in this situation. So for the
VGG it is important to focus on the situation whereby only the exploitation costs are relevant.
This can be realized by long term contracts on cost basis or with an own fleet. Contracts with
bargemen have to be based on exploitation costs and a profit margin. This profit margin has to
be based on a fixed percentage and not on price developments in the market.
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With about 350 shipments per year the number of shipments is enough to exploit at least three
vessels if each shipment takes about three days or about 150 km single trip distance. Looking
to the discussion in subsection 8.2.4.2 small vessels (<1000 ton freight capacity) are the most
interesting. When the numbers of vessels used by the VGG are considered, Table 8-6, it is
interesting to exploit two vessels in the class 650-1000 ton and one in the class 400-650 ton.
Both options could be combined with new vessels or old vessels (lower exploitation costs)
with new engines. In both cases two negative effects could be avoided or limited: relative
higher influence on oil price changes and relative high PM 10 and NO, emissions compared to
road transport. The first case is preferable above the second case, because a new engine in an
old vessel uses still more energy per tkrn than a new vessel. An old vessel with a new engine
is therefore still more sensitive to oil price changes than road transport.
Related to the external situations it is assumed that in case of an own fleet or long term
contracts transport prices keep the same as in the current situation. Combined with new
vessels it will lead to a transport costs increase of about 10% compared to the current
situation. 10% can be reached if small vessels are better exploited compared to the current
situation as already indicated in subsection 8.2.4.2.

8.4.4.2 Increase shipment sizes
Only a shortage in the small vessel classes will be expected. Therefore an increase of the
shipment size would also reduce or avoid the negative developments of the small vessel
classes. These shipments should be at least 1000-1500 ton or even higher. Larger shipment
sizes are not always possible, because waterways are too small or there is no more space on
the location available for shipments larger than 1000 ton. This subsection describes the
consequences when there are no operational limitations to use larger vessels. The use of larger
vessels causes the following changes:
l. Larger stock locations
2. Different transport frequency (capital consequences)
3. Different transport costs
Costs related to larger stock locations almost double. For example, a stock location of 1000
ton for low density goods costs about € 2.5 per ton if l 0,000 ton per year is transported from
that stock location. Stock location costs for transport of about 500 ton are about € 1.25-1.5 per
ton. So stock location costs increase with € 1-1.25 per ton. In addition, opportunity costs are
involved for larger stock locations, because the large stock location space could be used for
other value generating activities.
With shipment sizes of 1000-1500 ton instead of 450-650 ton frequency of transport
decreases with a factor two or three. Capital consequences depend on the value of the product
and are depicted in Figure 3-6.
Lower transportation costs are only involved on longer distances, because on shorter distances
the higher waiting time costs per hour do not compensate the lower sailing costs per ton. The
savings per ton for shipments of about 1500 ton compared to shipments of about 750 ton are
depicted in Figure 8-19. This figure takes only the variable costs into account. The positive
scenario depicts when transport tariffs increases, are limited to I 0% for small vessels classes.
The negative scenario takes the situation into account that transport tariffs increase with 35%
for small vessels classes.
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Figure 8-19: Change in transport costs per ton when a shipment of 750 and I 500 ton are compared.

From Figure 8-19 it can be concluded that from transport distances longer than 50 km larger
vessels become interesting when only transport costs are considered. However, these costs
have to be compared with the additional stock location costs. When the products are a profit
flow (receivers pays for the product) and about l 0,000 ton per year is transported from that
flow , the break-even distance is about 400 km in the positive scenario.
From a transport distance of 400 km lower transportation costs compensate the larger stock
location costs and the capital consequences. In the negative scenario it is preferable to use
larger vessels when the transport distance is longer than 100 km.
Summarized, looking to the average transport distance, limited possibilities to use larger
vessels due to small waterways and the scarcity of land on the locations larger shipments are
not a solution. Only in the worst scenario, the negative scenario, they should be used
whenever possible from distances longer than 100 km.

8.5 Strategy regarding modal shifts until 2020
8.5.1 Influence on the external scenarios
Several opportunities were introduced in subsection 8.4 to reduce transport costs and in case
of congestion also social costs of the different transport modes. The effects of the
environmental opportunities, which are presented in 8.6, expressed in monetary values are
such small compared to the economical and social costs that these are not taken into account
as possibility to lower overall public costs. The percentages savings which could be realized
for the different transport modes related to the presented external scenarios are depicted in
Table 8-11 and Table 8-12 for respectively transport distances of 100 and 350 km.
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Table 8- 11 : Percentage reduction in costs of the different opportunities related to the external scenarios
for a transport distance of I 00 km.
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2%

-15%

-2%

~

30%

Limited to large transport
11-18o/o distances
11%

Table 8-12: Percentage reduction in costs of the different opportunities related to the external scenarios
for a transport distance of 350 km.

From these tables the following can be concluded:
1. Loading costs of the push convoys can be decreased with 40-50% on the long term.
2. Avoiding congestion is always positive under the assumption that additional costs are
limited to 10%. They can even increase to 15% to stay positive.
3. LZV use is cost effective when the density of the transported products is lower than
300 kg/m 3 . In all other cases the LZV is not cost-effective.
4. Getting return freight for rail transport is in case of transport distances longer than
100 km always positive.
5. Under the assumption of the same exploitation costs and profit margin an own fleet or
long term contracts (principal of transport tariffs based on costs) are cost-effective in
all external scenarios and cost neutral in the current situation. However, additional
risk taking costs should be considered in case of an own fleet.
6. Larger shipment sizes are never profitable on transport distances of 100 km. In case
of a transport distance of 350 km and more it becomes profitable on the long term and
only in the average and negative external scenario.
7. New vessels are only interesting on transport distances of 350 km and more and in the
negative scenario (high oil price) on the medium and long term.
In case of a transport distance of 100 km, in all situations opportunities I, 2, 4 and 5 reduce
overall costs of the different transport modes. On longer transport distances it depends on the
external scenario. The opportunities which should be considered to lower overall
transportation costs related to the scenario and period are depicted in Table 8-13.
Positive scenario
Avera e scenario
Ne alive scenario

1,2,4 and 5 1,2,4 and 5
1,2,4 and 5
1,2,4 and 5 1,2,4,5 and 6
1,2,4,5 and 6
1,2,4 and 5 1,2,4,5, 6 and 7 1,2,4,5, 6 and 7

Table 8-13 : Opportunities which should be considered related to the period and the external
developments for long distance transport.

In all cases also opportunities 1, 2, 4 and 5 should be considered in case of long distance
transport to reduce overall costs. In the average and negative scenarios also possibility 6 and
or 7 should be considered.
The consequences of implementing the proposed opportumt1es (strategy) are depicted in
Figure 8-20 and Figure 8-21. It describes the relative transport costs change for IN and rail
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transport compared to road transport for the short and long term for two different transport
distances .
Relative transport costs change compared to road transport (100 km)
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Figure 8-20: Relative transport costs change for IN and rail transport compared with road transport
after initiating the depicted opportunities for transport distances of 100 km.
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Figure 8-21: Relative transport costs change for IN and rail transport compared with road transport
after initiating the depicted opportunities for transport distances of 350 km.

When these figures are compared with Figure 8-13 and Figure 8-14 it can be concluded that
the above depicted opportunities could limit the transport costs increase based on the external
developments. Although the limiting effect, IN becomes still relatively more expensive
compared to the current relation between IN and road transport costs. This is equal to 15-30%
in the average scenario on the long term. Rail transport costs decrease relatively compared
with the current relation between rail and road transport costs on long transport distances.
Return freight makes that rail transport becomes especially on long transport distances costeffective. On short distances rail transport becomes relatively 15-20% more expensive
compared to the current relation between road and rail transportation costs.

8.5.2 Break-even distances for the period up to 2020
The strategy to influence the transport costs of the different modes has consequences for the
break-even di stances. These distances represent the distances whereby IN or rail transport
become cost effective compared to road transport. Transport costs do not change substantial
until 2012 and are therefore not depicted. The average and negative scenarios are depicted for
the period 2012-2020. A deviation between two periods is not needed because both periods
give comparable results. Table 8-14 depicts the break-even distances for respectively the
current situation and the average and negative long term scenarios when only variable costs
are considered.
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Table 8-14: Break-even distances in the current and the average and negative long term scenario in the
Netherlands when variable costs are considered.
Costs of all transport modes increase after the suggested strategy, but road transport costs
increase relative less than IN and rail transport costs. Therefore, the break-even distances
increase with 0-150% compared to the current situation for IN and rail transport. In case of IN
by push convoys with a freight capacity less than 500 ton, it could be stated that these will be
only cost-effective on shorter routes than the break-even distances. On distances longer than
30-50 km, dependent on the scenario, road transport becomes cost-effective compared to IN
by push convoys. In that case, lower loading waiting costs per ton of the push convoys
compared to a truck are not compensated anymore. Transport costs of small push convoys
will become larger on long transport distances compared to road transport. For rail transport
the break-even distances will change up to 100%. Some of the break-even distances are
situated abroad in that case the break-even distances will be much smaller. These are
presented in Appendix Q. These are up to 80% lower than the break-even distances for the
Netherlands, due to lower net payloads in case of road transport. From these numbers it can
be concluded that a small decrease in freight capacity or transport costs per ton has a high
influence on the break-even distances.
On the long term also fixed costs have to be included to make the right decisions regarding
modal shifts. Related break-even distances are depicted in Figure 8-15.Break-even distances
including fixed costs for transport in Belgium or Germany are described in Appendix Q.

Table 8-15 : Break-even distances in the current and the average and negative long term scenario in case
of fixed and variable costs.
From these numbers it can be concluded that all break-even distances increase except for
large push convoys. Costs of large push convoys decrease due to the lower loading costs on
the long term. Small push convoys are not cost-effective at all on the long term anymore.
Break-even distances for IN by vessels increase up to 200%. For rail transport the break-even
distances are in all scenarios more or less the same. Just as in the case when only variable
costs are considered, transport from or to Germany and Belgium is much more cost-effective.
Break-even distances are in that case, more or less the same as in the current situation for road
transport within the Netherlands.
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8.6 Environmental related opportunities up to 2020
In this subsection the focus will be on how to reduce the negative environmental effects of the

transport modes other than road transport. These opportunities will be combined with a
general strategy related to sustainable procurement. It will not be discussed how the negative
effects of road transport can be further reduced. Several energy reductions programs are
already introduced at the VGG to reduce energy use and related C0 2 emissions of road
transport. Warnaar (2004) discussed also several opportunities.
In case of IN the VGG exploits their own push convoys, works with long term contracts,
contracts individual bargemen on yearly basis and contracts individual sailings. In these
situations the negative effects of IN compared to road transport can be avoided by sustainable
procurement. Sustainable procurement means procuring supplies and contracting suppliers or
transporters which avoid or limit the negative effects of IN and rail transport compared to
road transport and perform at least better than the fleet average of a transport mode. A
deviation is made between the short and long term.

8.6.1 Sustainable procurement in case of IN and rail transport
The scope of sustainable procurement is defined as the choice between a vehicle which
pollutes less than another one in case of the same transport mode. The situation between
transport modes is not considered. In that situation it has to be determined whether short term
effects have to be privileged above long term effects.
From the evaluation results in chapter 4 it can be concluded that IN emits more PM 10 and S02
compared to road transport on the short term. Emissions of road transport are taken as a
reference, because it has the strictest emission norms of all transport modes. In case of rail
transport only S0 2 is important on the short term. On the long term, as described in subsection
8.2.8, PM 10 and NO, emissions become important for IN and rail transport.

8.6.1.1 Short term IN and rail transport (<2012)
Rail transport uses already low sulphur diesel (EN590) since 2007. So in case of S02 and rail
transport no additional sustainable procurement is required. IN is obligated to use low sulphur
diesel (EN590) from 2010. Low sulphur diesel reduces the difference related to S0 2
emissions and has also an effect on reducing PM 10 emissions. If low sulphur diesel is used
also after treatment techniques can be used. These will be discussed within the long term
opportunities for sustainable procurement. The overall effects and costs of low sulphur fuel
are depicted in Table 8-16 and Table 8-17. For more details of low sulphur fuel, see Appendix
R. From Table 8-16 it can be concluded that the additional S02 emissions can totally be
avoided by using low sulphur fuel. Costs per liter are higher, but this is compensated by lower
energy use due to better ignition properties. In the current situation about 50% more PM 10 is
polluted compared to road transport. With low sulphur fuel about 17-30% PM 10 could be
reduced. The additional 33-20% PM 10 emissions could not be avoided on the short term.
8.6.1.2 Long term IN (>2011)
The current fleet emits about the CCRl norm, see Figure 8-22 and Figure 8-23. Most of the
time only a bit more NO, than the CCRI norm is emitted, because in that case about 5%
energy could be saved. Due to the small improvement in NO, emissions and the additional
energy use it makes no sense to require CCRI norms. It takes a long term (20-30 years)
before a major part of the fleet is replaced with engines which meet the CCR2 or higher
norms. In the meantime and on the shorter term several adjustments could be considered.
As discussed when low sulphur fuel is used after treatment techniques can be used. The most
important are the Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) and the Particulate Matter Filter
(PMF). Both have also an effect on the average energy use. Advising TempoMaat (ATM) and
good steersmanship relate to limiting the energy use and therefore also emissions. ATM is a
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system which regulates the fuel consumption of the engines by anticipating on the restrictions
of the fairway. For a more detailed overview of these techniques, see Appendix R. The
emission savings and changes in energy use are depicted in Table 8-16.

-5/-7. %

>=CC 1

%
-1 %

in combination with

/ 30%

ATM

Table 8-16: Alternatives to reduce emissions ofIN (CREATING, 2007).

One or more of these techniques have to be chosen to reduce PM 10 and NOx emissions and to
make IN and rail transport emissions comparable or even better than road transport emissions.
The costs and the payback period of the different techniques are described in Table 8-17. For
more details, see Appendix R.

Investments

€ 15,000 - 20,000
€ 20,000 - 30,000
€ 60,000

SCR

PMF
ATM
Good steermanship

none

Operational costs Payback
change
period
-1 .2 I+ 0.6%
+0.8%
-4%
-6 /- 12%

22 vears
inf.
18 vears

Note
savinas onlv when enaine >= LLR 1,

NIA

Table 8-17: Costs of the different energy/emission saving techniques.

On the long term or in case of long term contracts ATM should be required from bargemen.
Not only from an environmental perspective, but also from an economical viewpoint although
the very long pay-back periods from a business perspective. With the current fuel prices and a
reference transport distance of 150 km per trip the pay back period is 18 years.
In case when the vessels have already an engine which meets the CCRl norm, SCR appears
to be the best choice to limit the additional NOx and PM 10 emissions, because SCR is in that
case also economical interesting over a period of 30 years.
The effects the different techniques are compared with the current emission norms in Figure
8-22 and Figure 8-23. Due to lower energy use per tkm (about 35 %) the real pollution is about
35 % lower than the depicted lines compared to road transport.
NO, emissions after applying emission reduction
technologies

10
8
6

2

Figure 8-22: NO, emissions of IN with additional techniques compared to road transport emission
norms.
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PM 10 emissions after applying emission reduction technologies
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Figure 8-23 : PM 10 emissions of IN with additional techniques compared to road transport emission
norms.

From Figure 8-22 and Figure 8-23 and the lower pollution due to relative less energy use per
tk:m (35%) it could be concluded that implementing ATM and SCR or even only SCR reduces
NO, emissions to EURO V emission norms. Related to PM 10 emissions also PMF is needed to
reach a level near the EURO V emission norm for road transport. PM 10 emissions are less
relevant in case of IN; PM 10 emissions concentrations are mainly too high on less than 100
meter from a motorway. Therefore to be sustainable with IN only SCR is required in addition
to low sulphur fuel.
In 2020 the environmental performance of IN expressed in monetary values will be worse
than road transport and relates especially to additional NO, emissions as discussed in
subsection 8.2.8.2. The current fleet emissions after implementing ATM and SCR are
expressed in monetary values in Table 8-18.

Table 8-18: Environmental costs expressed in monetary values for the current fleet after implementing
ATMandSCR

From the numbers in Table 8-18 it can be concluded that with SCR and ATM or even only
with SCR the environmental performance of IN expressed in monetary values will be better
than road transport. In case of large shipments by push convoys IN performs about 45% better
compared to road transport in terms of emission costs.
When new vessels or new engines are considered, engines with the latest emission norms are
required. In that case also SCR should be considered to avoid the additional energy use effects
and reduce NO, emissions even further. From 2016 SCR and PMF will be installed on each
engine otherwise emission limits are not reached.
In the current market there are no products available to reach emission limits comparable with
the EURO VI emission norm already. So nothing could be stated about that.

8.6.1.3 Long term rail transport
The discussed after treatment techniques in case of IN could also be applied for rail transport.
Also several techniques could be used to lower the emissions of the current fleet. This is
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relevant, because life times of locomotives are up to 60 years. Relevant techniques are
presented in Table 8-19. Until 2020 the environmental performance to rail transport expressed
in monetary values performs worse than road transport and relates especially to additional
NOx emissions as discussed in 8.2.8.2. So the focus should be especially on reducing NOx
emissions.

+1.5/ +2.5%

?
2%
3%
+2%

Table 8-19: Emission reduction technologies for rail transport (Vermeulen et al. , 2003).

From Table 8-19 it can be concluded that all techniques cause additional costs in the form of
additional energy use and investments. Costs are comparable with the IN adjustment costs
and are depicted in Table 8-20.

In vestmen ts
lniection timina
Air take imorovementE
NAG
SCR
PMF

Operational costs
CllilllCJe
Note

15 000 €

+0.5/ +1%

?

?

€20 000 - 50 000
€20 000 - 30 000

+ 1%
+0.6%

Combined costs

Table 8-20: Costs regarding emission reduction technologies.

When NOx reductions have to be considered SCR and NOx Absorber Catalyst (NAC) are the
most promising. The effects of both techniques are depicted in Figure 8-24.
g/kWh

NO, emission norms of the ditterent transport modes

14
12
10

8
6
4
2
0

Figure 8-24: NOx emissions for rail transport compared with the EURO norms.

Rail transport uses 40% less energy compared to road transport therefore the lines have to be
decreased with 40% to make an equal comparison in the situation of the VGG. With SCR the
EURO V emission norm could be reached and with NAC almost the EURO VI emission
norm. When only SCR is considered the environmental performance of rail transport
expressed in monetary values is better than road transport. A value of €ct 0.25 per tkm
compared to €ct 0.34 per tkm for road transport. So when road transport is taken as reference
no further additional action is required up to 2020. When also PMio emissions have to be
reduced to road transport emission levels a PMF is needed. The effect of a PMF is depicted in
Figure 8-25.
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Figure 8-25: PM 10 emissions for rail transport compared with the EURO norms.

From Figure 8-25 it can be concluded that if a PMF is installed on the current locomotives
emission norms are about 100% above the EURO IV and V emission norm and considerable
lower than the PMJO emissions of the current fleet average. The environmental performance of
rail transport when only a PMF is considered expressed in monetary values becomes €ct 0.40
per tkm. With PMF the environmental performance expressed in monetary values increases
with about 5.5 % while with SCR the performance increases with about 41 %. From these
numbers it could also be concluded that investing in NO, reduction is more effective than
investing in reducing PMJO emissions. NAC performs even better than SCR, but is still in
development. If investments are comparable with SCR, NAC has to preferred, because less
additional energy use is involved and more NO, emissions are avoided.
A remark on the techniques is that these adjustments require (large) space in the locomotive.
This space is not always available. This could limit the use of the techniques. However, there
are already some suppliers which made the adjustments (retrofit) like ElectroMotive Inc.
(ElectroMotive, 2006).
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Read instruction CH9: Chapter 9 presents conclusions, recommendations and limitations based on the
overall report. In addition the research goals are discussed and whether these are fulfilled or not. In
particular the academic value of the thesis is discussed in detail.

9 Conclusions and recommendations
9.1 Conclusions
Detailed conclusions of the evaluation part have already been presented in chapter 6. The
main conclusions from the evaluation part are:
• The overall result of modal shifts is profitable on economical, environmental and social
aspects in the period 2000-2007. Social effects due to avoiding congestion are almost as
large as the economical effects.
• Former AVR has a negative overall economical performance of € 3.5 million, while the
VG has a overall positive economical performance of about € 6 million. Related to the
AVR part the route Den-Haag - Rozenburg is not cost-effective.
When the period up to 2020 is considered the following can be concluded:
• External developments like infra charges, congestion costs, IN fleet developments and oil
price influences make that transport tariffs of IN, road and rail transport will increase. In
the positive scenario and on the short term they will increase relatively equal. In the
negative scenario transport costs of IN will increase relatively with an additional 50-70%
and rail transport with an additional 20-40% compared to current relation between road
transportation costs.
• In the current situation the environmental performance of IN and rail transport expressed
in monetary values, according internalization of external costs, is better than road
transport. Up to 2020 this will be reversed.
• Combining these developments results in a situation that modal shifts become profitable
on longer transport distances compared to the current situation. With the current trend of
scaling-up of the combustible waste processors, transport distances become also longer.
Therefore, modal shifts are still interesting for the future.
External developments can be influenced by the VGG to lower the overall effects and to
decrease the transport costs of all transport modes. These opportunities will be discussed in
the subsection 9.2. If these opportunities are implemented the following can be concluded:
• Up to 2012 and in the positive scenario the relation between transport costs of the
different modes is similar as in the current situation. From 2012 in the average external
scenario, which is the most likely scenario, transport costs of IN increase with relatively
15-30% and for rail transport these are limited to 15% compared to the current relation
between road transport costs.
• Transport costs are in case of IN and rail transport only a part of the total logistic costs and
have therefore relative less influence on the break-even distances compared to an equal
increase in road transport costs. However, break-even distances still increase significantly
from 2012 in the average and negative external scenario. Small push convoys (SOOT)
loaded with containers do no become cost effective at all from 2012. Break-even distances
in case of IN by vessels increase with 50-100% and for rail transport they do not change
significantly.
• Break-even distances in case of transport from or to Germany or Belgium are in the
average and negative external scenario more or less the same as in the current situation for
transport within the Netherlands. Transport to Germany and Belgium by IN should always
be considered, because this is cost-effective in almost all cases.
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From an environmental perspective, NOx emissions become important for the period up to
2020. When NOx emissions are reduced with at least 70% compared to the current fleet
averages the environmental performance expressed in monetary values is equal or better than
road transport.

9.2 Recommendations
Some recommendations on future directions based on the evaluation, are already indicated in
chapter 6. In short these are as follows:
• Continue modal shifts in general, because it is profitable when an overall public effect is
considered. Also new markets could be retrieved and an important buffer function is
provided.
• In spite of the higher costs compared to road transport on the long term, IN by small push
convoys (<SOOT) should be continued on the short and even medium term. The variable
costs of push convoys are lower than the variable road transport costs. In the medium and
long term the focus should be on reducing the high loading costs.
• The volume of the push convoys should be increased, because the shortage in bunker
capacity could be partly solved and the variable transport costs are up to € 5 per ton lower
on the route Utrecht-Rozenburg compared to road transport.
• Increase the freight volume per transport ride in case of rail transport to make rail transport
cost-effective on the current route Eindhoven-Amsterdam. This should be at least 500 ton
per day to make rail transport cost-effective.
• Lower costs made by third parties due to transporting goods by IN instead of road
transport should be (partly) shared with the VGG. At least€ 1-2 per ton for additional
loading and larger stock location costs should be accounted in the product price.
• From a modal shift perspective, get involved in the emission trading as soon as possible,
because emissions rights are based on current emissions. By increasing modal shifts a part
of these rights could be traded.
The following opportunities, in order of importance, should be implemented to reduce overall
costs of the different transport modes and limit the negative effects of external scenarios:
• Avoid congestion by introducing driving during the night/evening.
• If the transport distance is longer than I 00 km, organize return freight in case of rail
transport
• In case of IN contract transporters on cost basis and not on market tariffs. An own fleet is
also a possibility to transport on cost basis. Further research is needed to determine
whether an own fleet is economical interesting or not.
• The LZV becomes interesting for products with a density lower than 300 kg/m 3 . For high
density products the LZV is not interesting.
• New vessels are economical only interesting when the oil price increases up to € 200 per
barrel. So on the short and probably even on the medium term new vessels are not
interesting.
• Larger shipments should not be considered to avoid the problem with small vessels
classes.
In case of the environmental performance NOx emissions could be limited by SCR or related
techniques. The VGG has to determine what the emission norms for the different transport
modes should be and related to that whether they want to pay for a cleaner environment or
not. As already discussed in W amaar (2004) the first step in this process is to monitor or
record the energy use and emissions. In the current situation, this is executed very limited or
not at all, while this is needed for target setting and internal and external communication
regarding sustainability or sustainable entrepreneurship.
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9.3 Limitations
9.3.1 Evaluation part
In the evaluation part the most important logistic cost factors are considered. However, not all
effects can be expressed in monetary values. Especially the effect of a larger catching area
and its consequences for local product tariffs could have a major additional positive effect of
the overall economic performance. Another limitation is that the economical result of IN by
push convoys is quite sensitive to small cost deviations. Cost deviations are expected, because
substantial fixed investments have been involved, sometimes even decades ago. The
economical performance in the evaluation is based on replacement costs.
The environmental and social effects are expressed in a monetary value whenever possible.
The emission values and avoiding congestion costs are based on an overview of scientific
literature. Within the related literature values depend on the basic assumptions. So the values
of the environmental and social performance also depend on these basic assumptions.
The overall performance depends on the individual weighting factors of the included aspects.
Internalization of external costs, as discussed above, is a method to determine these weighting
factors. Also in the economical performance some variables are more important than other
ones and deviate per location and even per period of time.
IN has a lower transportation cost on long distances. In particular, for the wood product flow
the rebound effect has resulted into longer transport distances compared to the situation in
which only road transport was available. The rebound effect has only an effect on the overall
environmental performance. Energy and emission savings are less than described due to
additional energy use and emissions on these longer transport distances. The rebound effect
and its consequences are described, but the exact rebound effect is not known and influences
the environmental performance negatively.

9.3.2 Design part
The most important external developments are described based on the current situation. In the
future it is possible that effects which do not appear to be important at this moment, become
relevant. The external effects are quantified as far as possible and a lot of assumptions are
involved to determine these values. These assumptions are always disputable. Although these
limitations, the main direction of the transport costs developments of the different transport
modes should not change.

9.4 Discussion
In the discussion the research goals will be evaluated which are described in subsection l .6.

9.4.1 Company value
The thesis provided an answer on the question whether modal shifts are profitable from an
economical and environmental perspective. Also the social effect is taken into account. In
addition, as also discussed as company value in subsection 1.6, future directions are
determined for the VGG regarding modal shift. The content and implications of the evaluation
and design part are elaborately discussed in the report. Concluding, on both questions an
answer is provided. With the remark, that the described developments and opportunities have
to be matched with each specific route. For example, in Groningen congestion and therefore
driving during the evening/night is less relevant than in case of driving around Amsterdam or
Antwerp.
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9.4.2 Academic value
Still not discussed in the report is the academic value of the master thesis. Two aspects of the
current literature were mentioned as important in subsection 1.6:
1. When costs are considered: only transportation cost and holding cost are included.
Sometimes door-to-door transportation costs are considered in case of transport costs.
2. Separated research fields; which discuss the economical, environmental or social
effects of freight modal choices.
Related to the first point the concept of total logistic cost (Ballou, 1992) has been introduced
to include all relevant cost factors and not only transportation and holding costs. With
including the concept of total logistic costs it is stated in subsection 1.6 that it will lead to a
better comparison of freight modal choices. Whether this is true or not will be discussed
below.
In the most extensive studies, holding and door-to-door transportation costs are included in
the cost aspect of freight modal choices. Compared with the situation when total logistic costs
are included, this accounts for 70-80% of the costs. So in the current literature a major part of
the total relevant costs are included. However, as discussed in this report, small differences in
costs could lead to substantial changes in break-even distances. So the additional 20-30%
non-included costs like stock location costs, administration costs, pool size differences and
flexibility costs have a non-negligible importance for making the right choice regarding
modal shifts or freight modal choices. Sometimes, these additional aspects are taken into
account as a qualitative factor and not as quantitative factor. These studies, for example
Beuthe and Bouffioux (2008) can be improved by expressing aspects like flexibility,
frequency, etc in quantitative values or costs. Stated Preferences experiments can be used to
determine the aspects which have to be included in the total costs concept. They determine the
relative importance (preference) of the different variables. This depends on the situation,
because each company has different product values, transport distances and transport times.
See for some differences ECMT (2005) and Beuthe and Bouffioux (2008).
Related to the second point it is stated that the report should give insight into the relation
between the economical, environmental and social performance. Almost all, maybe even all,
research focuses on one of these aspects. Freight modal choices are considered from an
economical viewpoint or the environmental performance is focused on. In this report the
economical, environmental and social performance are expressed in the same unit (€). So the
three individual performances can be combined and compared to make freight modal choices
based on public costs and to determine the relative influence of the three individual categories
As also discussed at the limitations of the research, the combined result of the three individual
performances is subjective. This is inherent in internalization of external costs and
considering only the most important economical variables.
When the overall or public performance of the evaluation is considered, as depicted in
subsection 6.1, it can be concluded that the economical category accounts for about 52% of
the public performance. The environmental and social categories determine respectively about
6% and 42% of the public performance. In case of the VVG group the shifted transport flows
are transported over relatively small transport distances. When shifted transport flows on
longer transport distances are considered, for example only the flows of former VG, the
economical category has a relative much higher influence on the overall effect. This is
depicted in Table 9-1.
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Table 9-1: Relative influence of the different evaluation categories dependent on the shifted transport
distance.

From the numbers in Table 9-1 it can be concluded that especially on short distances the
social aspect has a significant influence on the overall public performance. On longer
distances, when the economical performance becomes relatively larger compared to the
environmental and social performance, the economical performance gives a good indication
of the overall public costs or benefits.
Freight modal choices have to be based on all three performance categories to make the right
decision regarding modal shifts, because especially on shorter transport distances (<100 km)
the social influence is relatively large. The environmental and social effects could even be
higher in definite parts of the country. For example, Bak et al. (2007) show that marginal
congestion costs in large urban areas are up to 6 times higher than in rural areas. In many
times in these areas also air quality problems are involved. So when the total effect of modal
shifts has to be considered, all three categories have to be included. In particular, for the areas
with air quality problems and large congestion problems the environmental and social
categories become even more important than the economical category. This knowledge could
be used to make a more balanced choice in case of freight modal choices.
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Appendix A: External orientation
This appendix describes external developments on the waste market. To get an overview of
the market, general information of the waste market in the Netherlands and Belgium is
provided. The Dutch waste market will be reviewed in more detail, because the largest share
of the turnover of the VGG is realized in the Netherlands. The final subsection describes some
topics related to modal shifts and gives a short introduction to modal shifts.

Waste market in the Netherlands and Belgium
Waste production
The total waste production in the Netherlands is given in Figure A-1, also a prediction of the
waste production in 2012 is included (Sentemovem).
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Figure A-1 : Waste production in the Netherlands in terms of treatment in 2005 .

This prediction is based on policy objectives. Based on these objectives the waste production
in 2012 is equal to 66 Mton, a prediction based on extrapolation gives a waste production of
70 Mton and based on equal growth with the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) it becomes 80
Mton in 2012. Comparing Figure A-1 with the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) it can be
concluded that the waste production increases less than the GDP since 1995. This is called
relative decoupling. Due to the relative decoupling a production of 80 Mton waste in 2012
seems not reasonable.
The policy objective is taken from the National Waste Management Plan (LAP). Of this 66
Mton 83% has to be recovered, 12% has to be incinerated as disposal method, 3% landfilled
and 2% discharged in 2012 (LAP, 2003)
The total waste stream in Belgium contains about 40 million tons per year. In Belgium the
waste production increases also less than the GDP and the recovery percentages are lower
compared to the Netherlands.
Figure A-2 and Figure A-3 present the waste production per sector in the Netherlands and
Belgium.
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Figure A-2: Waste production per target group (2004) (Sentemovem). HDO =commerce, services and
governance, RWZl=waste water purification plant.
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Figure A-3: Waste production per target group (2001) (Statbel).
Comparing Figure A-2 and Figure A-3 it can be concluded that the largest waste producers
are the building sector and the industry in the Netherlands. In Belgium too, but the order is
reversed. In Belgium the industry is the largest producer of waste, while in the Netherlands
the building sector is the largest producer of waste. This is mainly due to differences in
industry structures. Belgium has more heavy industry than the Netherlands. Another point is
that definitions and measuring waste is not always the same. Belgium uses different
categories than the Netherlands.

Dutch waste market
The waste market can be divided in three main activities: collection, treatment and recycling.
Companies are participating in one or more of these activities. Total revenues in the market
are about € 5.2 billion in 2005 (CBS). Revenues divided over the tree main activities are
given in Table A-1 for the period 2000-2005 .
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Table A-0-1: Revenues (min. €) in the waste sector per activity (CBS).

Revenues of treatment are more or less stable over the period 2000-2005 while revenues of
collection and recycling grow in this period with respectively 30 and 80 percent.
Earnings in the different activities deviate a lot. Profit before interest and tax (EBIT) in
percentage of revenue are increasing the last years and are about 6% for collecting, 15% for
treatment and 7% for recycling. Earnings for treatment activities are high, because landfills
make profits of more than 20%. Incineration is less profitable than 15%.
There are no overall financial results available for the VGG. For VG the EBIT in percentage
of turnover is 4.1 % in 2005 and 5.7% in 2006. Hopstaken (2007) concludes in a review of the
Dutch waste market that earnings between 5%-9% are a reasonable base for continuity. VG
have results which are lower than the given criteria in 2005 and they have results within the
limits of the given criteria in 2006. The results of VG are not high, but compared to the
average results in the market, the results do not strongly deviate. AVR has an EBIT in
percentage of turnover of 9.5% in 2004 and 14.2% in 2005. The results are above standard,
but for a company mainly involved in treatment activities not exceptional. Together they have
a strong base for continuity.
The market can be divided in public owned, private organizations and combinations of both.
Especially treatment activities are dominated by public organizations. In 2006 85% of the
landfill capacity and 65% of incineration capacity was owned by public organizations.
Recycling is in almost all cases done by private companies and most of them are small, more
than 50% of the companies have less than 5 employees and the largest company has less than
5% market share. Collection of waste is done by private and public organizations. Public
organizations mainly focus on collecting waste in municipalities. They collect about 65% of
the households and a small proportion of company waste (5% ). The rest of the households and
company waste is collected by private owned organizations. Also there are some
combinations of public and private organizations.

Strategies of waste companies
As discussed before, the waste market can be divided in three main activities: collection,
treatment and recycling. Companies are participating in one or more of these activities. The
larger companies (top 25 companies in the Netherlands) active in the waste market can be
described in 3 types (Hopstaken, 2007):
•Multi utility company, combination of several utilities as energy, water, transport;
•Integrated waste company, providing a one stop shop (full chain solution) for customers;
•Niche player, focus on a part of the waste chain or a standardized principle.

Multi utility companies
Multi utility combinations are based on combinations of basic utilities or public services in a
professional company. Essent was a multi utility combination, but focuses now mainly on
energy. In the EU: Veolia, Sita and FFC and in the Netherlands: Delta are examples of multi
utility players.
Integrated waste companies
Integrated waste companies are based on vertical integration in the supply chain. Integrated in
terms of collection, recycling and treatment. Veolia, Sita, HVC, OMRIN and the VGG can be
classified as integrated waste companies. The acquisition of VG by AVR is a backward
integration in the supply chain.
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Niche companies
Niche companies are companies which are dedicated on purpose, like a specific technology, a
concept or region. Examples are Biffa and Shanks (All parts have their own focus within
Shanks).

Hopstaken (2007) believes that niche and integrated service concepts are effective strategies
for profitability in the future, while the multi utility concept in not effective. Multi utility
companies have less synergy and the divisions are very different. Some multi utility
companies have sold a part of their waste activities already, like Essent. Providing integrated
services is an effective concept, because waste services become more and more important. A
niche concept is profitable, because it focuses on 'doing things you are good at' . Although, in
collecting the niche concept is less profitable, because economics of collection are driven by
scale more than treatment and recycling.
The VGG is a multi utility combination with four brands which focus on the things 'doing
things they are good at' . So in terms of strategy the VGG seems to be in the right direction
according Hopstaken (2007).
Developments in the waste market
Until the nineties the waste market was dominated by the government. Last years the waste
market became more and more a private market, although the government still has a high
influence in many aspects. Some recent developments are described in cooperation with
private companies in the National Waste Management Plan (LAP). In this plan specific
targets are described per sector. The main conclusion is that the ladder of Lansink is important
in decision making. Prevention is preferred and when waste is produced recovery becomes
important. In 2012 83% has to be recovered compared to 77% in 2000. Another point is that
the moratorium of no additional incineration capacity is discontinued. If all plans for
additional capacity are realized there will be overcapacity on the market in 2012. This will
reduce the processing costs of waste in 20 I 0 or earlier and could lead to importing waste from
abroad, which is allowed since 2007. This allowance had until now little impact, because the
Netherlands as well as Germany have a shortage in incineration capacity. Also the
administration costs are high when waste is imported, which is an additional barrier for
importing waste.

On a European level there is a discussion about standards for the recycling market with the
goals to get a fair market. Nations like the Netherlands have high standards for recycling
while other countries not. A quick solution is not expected, because standards have a high
impact for the involved countries.
Consolidation on the waste market continues. Companies become integrated as also presented
in the previous subsection. This makes the waste market more and more an international
market. Also private equity funds became active. Like also in the case of the VGG. This could
give a focus on more short-term results.
The waste sector is dependent on the economic situation with a certain time lag. There is
uncertainty about how the economic situation develops due to the mortgage crises in the
United States of America (USA) in 2008, which has high impact on the overall economic
situation. The situation in the USA influences the European economy, although less than few
years ago because the economy in south-east Asia became more mature.
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Modal Shifts
Introduction
Since 1997 a lot of modal shifts, such as a shift from road transport to rail or water transport,
have been initiated in Europe with subsidiaries, project groups and additional costs for road
transport (white paper EU transport, 2001). Despite the stimulation in modal shifts, road
transport still grows relatively harder than rail or water transport. In 2006 this white paper has
been reviewed. The EU changed the regulations about modal shifts: all transport modalities
became equal and individual countries could determine whether they want to give preferences
to a particular modality or not. With this regulation also the term modal shift disappears, the
term co-modalities has been introduced. This means that all modalities are needed and should
be combined whenever possible without discriminating a transport mode. Although these
changes the Marco Polo subsidiary program gives water transport a more prominent position
than before. Also the EU program NAIADES wants to stimulate transport by water and
especially inland navigation (IN).
Transport and Logistics Netherlands (TLN) concluded in 2006 (Poppink, 2006) that modal
shifts are limited to a few cases and that benefits for the environment are sometimes doubtful.
TLN want to stimulate a market with fair competition and without discriminating road
transport in terms of additional costs.
External developments
Congestion and road pricing
Congestion on Dutch and Belgian roads is increasing. Van Schijndel and Dinwoodie (2004)
conclude from a survey of Dutch transport companies that 10% of vehicle operating time is
spent in congestion conditions and that about 7% of transport costs relate to congestion.
Congestion will likely increase in the future even more, because forecasts show that road
transport will increase up to 30% in the EU until 2015 compared with 2000 (white paper EU
transport, 2001).

To reduce congestion problems the government will start with road pricing in 2011 for freight
transport, probably delayed with a few years. Road pricing has two effects. First of all it
increases the costs of transport in rush hours and probably in the four largest cities in the
Netherlands. Secondly, travel time will be reduced. Central Plan Department (CPB) indicated
that the overall effect will be positive. This includes a negative financial effect and a positive
travel time effect (CPB, 2005). These results have to be interpreted with caution, because it is
an estimate for 2020. Most likely is that the price per kilometer will increase and that fixed
costs of transport will decrease. But the goal is to keep overall costs the same as before.
Additional charges for transport are also in the future expected for rail and water transport.
Rail transport is already charging an infra charge. Pro rail wanted to increase the prices
dramatically in 2006. This was restricted by the government, now prices will increase more
gradually. Users do not pay the complete infra charge now. Rail has a high infra charge,
because an extensive and expensive infrastructure is needed and maintance costs are high.
For water transport there are no infra charges at all, except harbor charges. In the future water
transporters have also to pay an infra charge. The EU invests 4 billion in waterways and
related infrastructure the forthcoming years, but the user has to pay for these investments in
the future. This situation is already introduced in the Albert canal in Belgium. This has a
negative effect on transport through this canal; bargemen avoid this canal and go to the Maas.
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Appendix B: Internal orientation
In this chapter an introduction is given to modal shifts within the VGG. The most important
conclusions from the notes of the project group Modal Shift and from the internal interviews
are presented

Modal shift at the VGG
VG got involved in modal shifts in the late nineties. They were one of the participants of the
Transaction Modal Shift (TMS) project. TMS was initiated by the ministry of Transport and
Public works. 100 companies are scanned on the opportunities for a modal shift. Within this
project several wood and glass flows are scanned. This project was continued in the project
group Modal Shift.
Notes and other information from the project group Modal Shift are evaluated. Main
conclusion form these notes are:
1. The initial situation at VG in 2000 was that almost all transport was executed by road.
A lot of work has been done to realize the shifts. In 2006 for example 5.7 million road
kilometers are avoided.
2. Problem in many cases is the question who starts with a shift. Investments are
required to make transport by a different modality possible. The receiver, who has to
invest, needs a guarantee from VG that they deliver by a different mode. In case of
VG this is only interesting when investments have been made by the receiver to make
efficient unloading possible. So starting up modal shifts is hard. VG has taken
initiative in many situations to start with a modal shift.
3. Intermodal transport is in almost all cases too expensive, because transshipment is
needed. Therefore almost only modal shifts are considered. Transport between origin
and destination is done by unimodal transport. In intermodal transport half of the total
costs go to transport by road, which is needed before water transport or after water
transport to reach the final destination
4. No integral decision when modal shift is considered. Costs are by far the most
important factor in decision making. Other factors are mentioned but not taken into
account.
5. Members of the project group come from different business units (BU). Interest of the
members is most of the time considered to their own business unit (BU).
6. The business unit (BU) glass is more independent than the other BUs, because Maltba
is a subsidiary company of the VGG. Also in the meetings they have less input.
7. Increasing volumes by water transport until 2005. The last two years decreasing
volumes. For building wharfs subsidies are given by government. The volumes are
decreasing. Therefore there is a risk of paying back a part of the subsidy.
8. Rail transport is realized between Eindhoven-Acht and the AVI in Amsterdam. For
this transport compensation is given by Afval Energie Bedrijf Amsterdam (AEB).
9. Just or nearly finished are wharfs in Evergem and Heusden-Zolder.
10. Kaulille is replaced by Lommel to stimulate the transport of flat glass by water.
Kaulille had no wharf. Transport to Evergem is still developing.
11. The emission perspective is always positive, because Senternovem indicates that the
emissions of transport modes other than road are always equal to half of the emissions
of road transport no matter what kind of vessels are used.
Input from this review is used in interviews with the members of the project group modal
shift.
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Interviews
People from the steering committee are interviewed to get a better focus on the research
definition and what kind of sub questions have to be formulated. The choice of face-to-face
interviews is done, because additional information could be asked during the dialogue. The
main conclusions are presented below:
Present
1. Modal shift started with the goal to share knowledge about modal shifts and related
topics. Many modal shifts are realized the last years.
2. Modal shifts are necessary to be prepared on the future; this is given as the main
reason to get started with modal shifts around 2000. Especially, increasing congestion
problems and competitive advantages in terms of sustainability and marketing
perspective are indicated as the most important factors. Although the latter two
reasons became aware later on.
3. There is not an overview of the results of modal shifts, only saved road kilometers are
summarized per year in the annual reports. Each business unit coordinates more or
less modal shifts on their own. The project group 'Modal Shift' is the place to share
this information with the other members.
4. Costs are the most important factor when modal shifts are initiated. Other factors are
taken into account or mentioned but not decisive.
5. Regions are independent and determine there own transport modality. They do not
have to hire Hoogers transport (subsidiary company of the VGG) which increases
uncertainty about investments.
6. Flexibility is an important aspect for transport of waste. Waste processors are
sometimes shut down and rail and IN could not be used always.
Future
1. Per BU it differs which transport mode is seen as most promising for the future. This
depends on a lot of factors like pricing mechanisms of the three modes, receiver
possibilities to handle transport with transport modes other than road and so on.
2. For transporters regulation is seen as the most important threat. The BU' s indicate
that the dispersed responsibility for transport as most important threat. Further on, a
lot of more practical aspects are mentioned.
3. As chances are seen road pricing in the future and competitive advantage as indicated
before.
4. The wood market is dynamic. Glass and non-hazardous waste have more stable
product streams. The wood market becomes more locally oriented, because the
biomass processing capacity increases in the Netherlands
5. Cooperation with competitors is a sensitive subject. However, cooperation in
operations should be a possibility.
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Appendix C: Selection process of categories and variables
In this appendix an overview is given of important evaluation categories and variables in
transport mode choice process in the scientific literature and whether these are relevant or not
for the VGG. Also important categories and variables are discussed from the viewpoint of the
VGG. These are combined and have been discussed with members of the steering committee
to make an integral evaluation possible which includes all the relevant variables.
The VGG uses a selecting from the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) indicators to report
about economic, environmental and social performance. Indicators from the GRI are widely
used in companies. These indicators determine on which indicators a company wants to report
and indicate the most important factors for the VGG.
Literature
In freight modal choices many Stated Preference (SP) choice models are formulated. These
modals evaluate the cut-offs of freight transport modes choices. Within these models
attributes are used which incorporate the most important variables for selecting transport
modes. Beuthe and Bouffioux (2008) take the following transport attributes into account:
frequency , time, reliability, flexibility, loss and costs. They indicate that these factors vary
with product characteristics. Cullinae and Toy (2000) also conclude that costs/price ratios,
reliability, speed (time), characteristics of the goods and service are the most important
factors for senders to determine modal choices.

When these categories are related to the VGG, which transport low value goods over
distances shorter than 700 km costs becomes very important according the study of Beuthe
and Bouffioux (2008). Costs, door-to-door transportation costs, get a weight of about 70%.
Reliability, flexibility and time are moderate important with weights between 6-11 %.
Frequency and safety are less important when low value goods are transported over the given
distances.
The last five mentioned categories will be discussed on whether these are relevant or not for
the VGG. Starting with the factors which seem to be less important from a scientific
literature.
Safety is also not important for the VGG. The products of the VGG, related to modal shifts
are not subject to theft and also in case of accidents products are not damaged in almost all
cases. Frequency in the sense of scheduled services is also not important, because the VGG
determines their own transport. They are not dependent on scheduled services. Frequency
related to how many times transport takes place in a certain time period is relevant for the
VGG. It influences the holding cost of products. They are kept longer on stock. The frequency
of transport also influences the throughput time of containers and therefore the amount of
containers which is needed.
Reliability is not important for the VGG, deliveries have a certain time frame and in case of
wood and glass stocks are sufficient for delays of a few days. Only in case of combustible
waste reliability is important, but also delays of Y2 day are not a problem
Transport time is also not important for the VGG, due to the same reason as discussed above.
As concluded from the internal interviews flexibility is important is case of transport.
Maintance, ice and low water are for examples situations in which the VGG has to use other
modalities than planned. Flexibility has certain costs which are taken into account as a
variable in the evaluation.
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So comparing the operations of the VGG with the literature, costs related to door-to-door
transportation, time and flexibility are relevant. Related to door-to-door transportation costs
the total logistic costs are considered. This is a central concept in logistics; see for example
Ballou ( 1992). It includes loading, transportation and unloading costs.
Looking to the GRI performance indicators of the VGG, capital investments (ECl) and
substantial financial assistance received from the government (EC4) are important.
Investments related to modal shifts are investments in wharfs, additional land use, facilities
for loading and unloading transport modalities other than road. Financial assistance is
received from the government for building wharfs. Modal shifts also influence the stock
locations, because transport with a different modality than road leads to larger stocks on the
locations. Lastly, modal shifts lead to less administration costs.
Modal shifts require also additional activities to organize modal shifts from an overall
organizational perspective. Allowances are needed and have to be requested, costs are related
to the project group modal shift and the organization unit property has additional costs. On the
other hand less road transport has to be organized which leads to a reduction in working
hours.

Environmental variables
In transport pollution is the most important environmental effect. Pollution is caused by the
emissions of several substances and the greenhouse gasses. The amount of emissions is
related to energy use (Van Essen et al., 2003).
The most important emissions related to transport are Carbon Dioxide (C0 2), Nitric Oxides
NOx and fine particles (PM 10)(Van Essen et al., 2003). Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC),
Sulphur Oxides (SOx) and Carbon Monoxide (CO) emissions could also be considered, but
are present in relatively lower concentrations.
The following effects relate to the mentioned emissions:
CO, C02, NOx -+ Contribute to greenhouse effects (global warming)
NOx, S02
-+ Influences acidification and degree of air pollution.
PM 10
-+ Indicator for fine particles in the air
VOC
-+ Soil contamination and contributes to greenhouses effect
For the emissions which are present in relatively lower concentrations (VOC, CO and SOx) it
will be discussed whether these should be included in the evaluation or not.

voe

and co emissions are products of partial combustion in internal-combustion engines
like gasoline engines. In diesel engines they play a minor role and are therefore not taken into
account. SOx relates to the sulphur level in fuels and is relevant for all combustion engines
and therefore taken into account.

Environmental performance indicators of the VGG also relate to four emissions mentioned
above (C02, NOx, SOx and PM10). So no additional environmental performance indicators
have to be included in the evaluation from the perspective of the VGG.
The following activities are taken into account when emissions of transport are considered:
1. Direct energy use for transport
2. Emissions related to direct transport
Indirect energy use like maintance of infrastructure is not taken into account. Infrastructure
related emissions do not deviate when the VGG initiated a modal shift. Emissions related to
loading and unloading are also not considered. These are minor compared to the long distance
transports which take place in case of modal shifts. Also refining is not taken into account,
because all the different modes use the same energy source (diesel).
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Social variables
The GRI performance indicators related to social performance focuses on internal social
performance. Social performance indicators related to external circumstances are not included
in the GRI performance evaluation criteria. After discussion with the steering committee it is
decided to take the number of avoided road kilometers and the number of reduced transport
movements into account as indicator of social performance. These variables include a more
general effect (avoided road km) and a local effect (avoided transport movements). The
included categories and variables are depicted in Table C-0-1 .
Category

Sub category

Quantity
Economic
performance

Logistic

Variables

•

Total transported quantities by transport modes other than road

•

Costs/benefits related to differences in door-to-door transportation
(loading , transportation and unloading)
Costs/benefits related to the needed flexibility of the transport
modes rail and IN
Costs/benefits related to differences
in transport frequency
<Capital/holdino costs and container pool sizes)
Costs/benefits related to differences in administration handling
Costs/benefits related to differences in land use/stock locations
Investments and received subsidiaries related to the wharfs and
related infrastructure on the locations
Cost of organizing modal shifts

•

•
Location

Organization
Environmental
performance
Social
performance

Energy
Emissions
General
Direct
surroundina

•
•

.
..•
..
•

Energy related to direct transport
C02 Emissions
Pollutino emissions: NO., SOx and PM10 related to direct transport
Number of avoided road kilometers
Reduced number of transport movements in the direct surrounding

Table C-0-1: Categories and variables for the evaluation.
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Appendix E: Calculations methods for the environmental performance
In this appendix the calculation methods of the environmental performance are described. The
values of the variables are described in Appendix H.

Energy use related to transport
Energy use related to transport for the different transport modes is calculated per tkm. For
calculating energy use the reports of van Essen et al. (2003) and den Boer et al. (2008) are
used . These studies are one of the most extensive studies related to energy use and emissions
of the transport modes used in the EU and in particular to the Netherlands. An advantage of
this study is that it deviates not only between the transport modes road, rail and IN, but also
deviates between transport class. The report of den Boer et al. (2008) is an update of the study
of van Essen et al (2003).
The energy use for all transport modes is calculated as follow s:
Average energy use per tkm of a truck or train can be calculated with Equation 9.
E

.
vehicle

= (eloaded · p+eempty ·(l-p))
L *p
Equation I

E vehicle
e1oaded

Energy use of the vehicle in MJ per tkm
Energy use of the vehicle in MJ per vehicle-km
Load factor in %
Energy use of a full vehicle, in MJ per vehicle-km
Energy use of an empty vehicle, in MJ per vehicle-km
Load in tons per vehicle
Percentage productive rides in %

Emissions related to transport
For all modes the emissions are calculated by using the energy use of the vehicle times the
emission factors per vehicle as depicted in Equation 10.
EM vehicle

EMvehicle:
emvehicle :

= emvehicle • E vehicle

Equation 2

Emission factor of the vehicle in g/tkm
Emission factor of the vehicle in g/MJ fuel

Note: Vehicle includes: truck, train and vessel.
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Appendix F: Calculations methods for the social performance
In this appendix is described which shifted flows are included and seen as relevant in the
evaluation and which flows are taken into account in the evaluation of all flows. Also is
described how the number of avoided transport movements is calculated.

Relevant flows versus all flows
As discussed in report there is a distinction between all flows and the relevant flows. The
following definitions for these flows are used:
Product flows which are included in the 'relevant' situation have to satisfy the following
requirements:
I. The product flow should also be transported to the destination in case when only
road transport was available;
2. Destination or origin is situated in the Netherlands or Belgium
3. Transport mode choice is under control of the VGG
Due to the availability of transport modes other than road destinations could be reached which
were not possible before in terms of economical aspects. Product flows to these destinations
are included in the 'all flows' situation which has to satisfy the following conditions:
4. Destination or origin is not situated overseas
5. Destination or origin is situated in the Netherlands or Belgium
6. Transport mode choice is under control of the VGG
These six requirements will be discussed in more detail:
I) This distinction is relevant for the glass and wood product flow. Other products have
been sold more locally. Wood is transported to East-Germany which was not possible
before with only road transport. Therefore a trip by vessel to East-Germany causes
not to an equal decrease in road kilometers. These flows should be transported in case
of road transport at maximum 400 kilometers) indicated by employees of the BUwood as the maximum road transport distance).
In case of glass transport it is not always clear which flows should not be transported
to the destinations. Therefore transports to Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands
are included and flows to other destinations are excluded. In case of transport to
Germany the distances are large, but the main product to these destinations: Ceramic,
Stone and Porcelain (KSP) had to be sold to these destinations. On a more local scale
there was no market.
2/4/5) For Wood and Glass, transport took place to overseas destinations. These flows are
not shifted, because these flows would also be transported by short-sea shipping and
not by road transport. Modal shift had made these transports more easily, because the
VGG has own loading possibilities due to modal shift. This effect is not taken into
account in the evaluation. Related to this topic, only flows with an origin or
destination in the Netherlands or Belgium are taken into account. In case of glass also
transport with vessels in the UK took place, but these are excluded. These transports
are not relevant for the locations of the VGG.
3/6)

Only product flows are included which are under the control of the VGG. By control
is meant that the VGG determines whether or not a product flow is transported by a
transport mode other than road. In case of glass transport, senders of glass have the
possibility to deliver by vessel or not. They get insight in the cost structure but are not
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forced to deliver glass by IN. Only the glass flows from the VGG locations and the
outgoing flows from the location Dintelmond are included, these are under the control
of the VGG.
In case of rubble and sieve-sand, receivers are more or less forced to take away the
products by IN when they have their own wharf. Therefore these flows are included
in the evaluation, although transport is organized by the receivers and not by the
VGG.

In case of wood and almost all combustible-waste transport is organized by the VGG.
For combustible waste only the route Delft-Rozenburg is not included, because
initiative for transporting this flow is not taken by the VGG. The VGG makes this
transport possible because Rozenburg has wharf facilities which could be used.
A voided transport movements
The number of avoided transport movements is equal to the sum of equally avoided transport
movements. If pre- or after transport is less than 0.5 km it is also seen as a transport
movement avoidance. Each transport ride counts for two avoided transport movements,
because a truck is never positioned on the origin location or when it is positioned on the
origin location is has to return to same the location.
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Appendix J: Wharf and rail loading possibilities of the transshipment
locations of the VGG
In this appendix the loading possibilities are presented for IN and/or rail vehicles and it is
discussed when an own wharf becomes profitable compared to hiring a wharf of a third party.
This will be discussed firstly.

An own wharf becomes cost-effective when wharf costs of€ 80.000 per year are compensated
by less administration and loading costs. Administration cost savings in case of an own wharf
are€ 0.15 per ton and the loading cost differences depend on the pre-transport distance. These
and the break-even volumes per year are depicted in Table J-0-1 .
Pretransport
distance
00 500
2-3 km

Loading cost difference
Low density

Break-oven volume

H1qh density Low density

2.4

1.5

H1qh density Avoraqo

3

69 565

56, 0

31,373

48 485

39 929

3,

Table J-0-1 : Yearly break-even volumes in case of an own wharf.

In chapter 7 it is concluded that also in case of pre-transport IN or rail transport can be
economical profitable. This pre-transport has to be limited to a few kilometers in most cases.
Therefore, for all the VGG transshipment locations it is determined whether a loading
possibility for Rail and IN is situated on less than 3 km. Rail loading possibilities are:
1. Dead-end tracks
2. By-passes on the rail tracks with a loading possibility
3. Container transshipment locations

In case of IN loading possibilities are:
1. A Wharf
2. A pier where it is possible to dump products in a vessel or to load a vessel with a
mobile crane.
The loading possibilities are determined based on pictures of Google™ Maps. The considered
transshipment locations are depicted in Table J-0-2. The maps of the different loading
possibilities for the locations are presented in Figure J-0-1, Figure J-0-2, Figure J-0-3 and
Figure J-0-4. These overviews are based on the individual Google™ Maps pictures. These are
presented below Figure J-0-4. Only the pictures of the locations are included which have an
IN and or rail loading possibilities.
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Table J-0-2 : Overview of the transshipment locations and the loading possibilities for IN and rail.
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IN (own wharf) and rail (dose surrounding
< Sk.m) loading possibilities

only rail loading possibilities
(dose surrounding < Sk.m)

Figure J-0-1: All transshipment locations in the Netherlands and Belgium.
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Figure J-0-2 : Locations with an own wharf in the Netherlands and Belgium
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Figure J-0-3: Locations with loading possibilities for IN in the Netherlands and Belgium
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Figure J-0-4: Locations with loading possibilities for rail in the Netherlands and Belgium.
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: Rail loading possibility
: IN loading possibility
: Indicates about the location of the VGG transshipment location (Based on
Google™ Maps indication).
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4) Mol ccd
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7) Olen (milieu en leven)
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11) Coevorden biomassa

12) Drachten oversla
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Weert cfs

20)

Eindhoven-Ac~_t

Note: Location Eindhoven-Acht is still not visible on Google™ Maps. The location is
depicted by the black circle.
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23) Corus
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29) Eeklo (De Sutter)
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34) A VR milieu service
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39) Zierikzee
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Appendix 0: Energy use and emissions of the transport modes in 2020
In this appendix energy use and emissions of the different transport modes in 2020 are
described. Energy use and emission values are based on WLO (Welvaart en LeefOmgeving)
scenarios (den Boer et al., 2008). WLO scenarios are based on policies of the Dutch and
European government. Only policies are included which will be introduced for sure before
2020. Additional policies introduced before 2020 could have an additional positive influence
on the energy use and emission values described below.
For each transport modes is described why these values decrease or have been kept equal for
2020. Thereafter, the actual values are described. For calculation methodology, see Appendix
E. The not energy related variables are assumed equal to the values used of 2005.
Energy use and C0 2
Road transport
For road transport the current fleet will be largely replaced by trucks which meet the Euro 5
and Euro 6 emission norms. Fewer emissions are compensated by higher energy use. This
higher energy use is compensated by further autonomous development of engines. Due to
these both developments energy use does not decrease in 2020.

Rail
New trains have less weight and are more energy efficient than old trains. In case of rail
freight transport locomotives have a long life time and replacement of old locomotives goes
slowly. Energy savings in the WLO scenario are estimated on 3% for rail freight transport.
IN

Many engines will be replaced or reconditioned to meet emissions norms the coming years.
Due to the fact that a major part of these engines are old (about 20 years) relative more energy
can be saved than in case of the other transport modes. Energy savings are about 15%
compared to 2005.

3

14.7

0.1
72.9
150.6
.6
8.6

0.35
0.21

0.50
0.50
0.50
0. 0
0.70

Table 0-0-1: Energy use for the different transport modes in 2020.
Emissions
Road transport
For road transport the current fleet will be largely replaced by trucks which meet the Euro 5
and Euro 6 emission norms. This will reduce NOx , PM 10 and S02 emissions. The speed of
replacement is taken into account in the WLO scenarios.

In case of road transport the Euro norms have been introduced. Euro norms are depicted in
Table 0-0-2.
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Table 0-0-2: Emissions norms for road transport

Rail Transport
In case of replacement of the rail fleet it is assumed in the WLO scenarios that it follows the
same trend as in the past. New emissions norms are due to the directive mobile equipment
(2004/26/EG) directed by the European Commission in 2004 (EC 2004). NOx and PM 10
emissions decrease with 40% compared to the current situation in the report of den Boer et al.
(2008). Emissions norms for new locomotives become as depicted in Table 0-0-3.

Table 0-0-3: Emission norms for new locomotives in case of rail transport.

Since 2007 rail freight transports use low sulphur diesel (EN590). This gas oil contains IO
ppm sulphur.

IN
Also due the new directive regarding mobile equipment (2004/26/EG) and directives form the
Centrale Commissie voor de Rijnvaart (CCR) emission norms are introduced for the IN:
CCR norms. The first CCR norms became active in 2002. CCR emission norms are depicted
in Table 0-0-4.

Table 0-0-4: IN emission norms. *CCR3 and CCR4 have still to be defined, this are the first
indications.

IN will use low sulphur diesel (EN590) in 20IO. This gas oil contains IO ppm sulphur.
Sulphur emissions will be just as in case of road and rail transport almost negligible as
indicated in the report. Also S02 emissions are more or less comparable for all transport
modes. S02 emissions for all transport modes are depicted in Figure Q-0-1.
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802 emissions of rail transport and IN compared with road transport emissions
g/tkm
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Figure Q-0-1: S02 emissions of rail transport and IN compared with road transport emissions in 2020.

Especially for rail transport and IN only a part of vehicles will be replaced by vehicles with
new emission norms in 2020. In case of road transport a g part of the fleet will consist of
vehicles with a Euro 5 and Euro 6 emission norm in 2020. The overall values in 2020 are
taken from den Boer et al. (2008) and depicted in Table 0-0-5 .

Table 0-0-5: Emissions for the different transport modes in 2020.
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